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The U.S. Navy's training system is an extensive, complex 
system of interrelated and interacting components. This 
paper presents the results of several approaches to the 
problem of modeling this system and developing computer 
programs to simulate and analyze its operation. Two 
programs using special-purpose simulation languages, SLAM 
and GASP, are described briefly. The R--1M inter-active 
system is described and analyzed in the greatest detail. 
Possible future utilization of this R--1M system for 
experimentation and forecasting is also briefly discussed. 
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The U.S. Navy has an extensive training system in operation 
today. Many aspects of this system are very amenable to computer 
aided techniques of analysis, data handling, and alteration. The 
scheduling and allocation of resources (personnel, facilities, 
training materials) is to a large extent analyzed and controlled by 
computer-aided techniques. A major item of information necessary to 
the successful management of this scheduling and allocation function 
is accurate data on numbers of st~dents and their locations within the 
training system, both currently and in some predictable future. 
Reliance upon inaccurate current statistics or faulty predictive 
statistics can increase costs greatly, both in time and manpower. 
Several different approaches have been made over the past several 
years to the problem of modeling the Navy training system, simulating 
its op_eration, and then predicting ·future behavior, with the goal of 
recognizing and avoiding problem areas before they are encountered by 
the actual system. 
This report will discuss several computer programs which have 
attempted to . attain this goal. Two uses of classic discrete systems 
simulation techniques (and special purpose discrete systems simulation 
languages) will be discussed briefly. The realization of a 
mathematical model (called the Pipeline Management Model) using two 
general-purpose programming languages (FORTRAN and BASIC) will be 
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described in greater detail. The use of the BASIC version of the 
simulation program as part of a menu-driven, interactive system will 
be described and analyzed in detail. 
CHAPTER I 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM 
The computer programs discussed in this report all attempt to 
model the Navy training system. In this system, students are trained 
for various occupational specialties known as "ratings". Once basic 
recruit training has been completed, the rating by which a student is 
designated is the fundamental determinant of the remainder of his 
training. The rating determines which courses of instruction the 
student will follow and in which order. The students moving through 
their various series of training courses are referred to as "flowing 
through the pipeline", to use the common hydraulic analogy. There are 
close to 100 different occupational ratings currently defined by the 
US Navy. About one-quarter of them require some level of electronics 
training. These ratings (which include approximately 2(J}C; of the Naval 
person~el . undergoing initial training) are the ratings of interest to 
the reported modeling efforts. The initial purpose of the various 
studies was to model and better understand the operation of the 
training pipelines which involve the BE/E, (Basic Electricity & 
Electronics) schools. 
The majority of the recruits select their rating before beginning 
Recruit Training, which implies a certain number of personnel assigned 






































































































































































































































































































addition, a certain number of recruits who do not have a specific 
school, program, or DCC SPEC guarantee upon entering Recruit Training 
and who choose their rating at the end of Recruit Training. These are 
referred to as "pick-ups" and can be estimated fairly accurately as a 
certain percentage of the number of guarantees for each rating. 
Upon completion of Recruit Training, the students move on to 
specialized training determined by their chosen rating. This consists 
of a series of courses called BE/E (Basic Electricity and 
Electronics), A School (Advanced Training), and/or AFUN School 
(Aviation Fundamentals). The rating, of course, determines which of 
these schools are attended and in which order. Figure 1 shows the 
training pipelire flow diagram. The most common pattern consists of 
one or more blocks of BE/E school followed by one or more A schools, 
then out to the fleet. (The ~E/E School is a series of self-paced 
units of instruction, broken up into 3 "blocks": units 1-14, units 
15-24 and units 25-32. Students may be required to complete one, two 
or three of these blocks. Each block is treated as an independent 
course.) 
Some students, who are destined for the aviation specialties, will 
first at tend the AFUN (Aviation Fundamentals) School in Memphis be.fore 
moving on to one or more BE/E blocks and A schools. If more than one 
A school is in the pipeline for a particular rating, they are usually 
in series, and each must be completed before the next one is begun. 
There are, however, some ratings for which there are several A schools 
in parallel: that is, upon completion of the BE/E series, the student 
may choose any one of several different A schools to complete his 
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training. There are also a few ratings with a pattern of one or more 
A schools immediately following recruit training, which are in turn 
followed by the BE/E series. Upon completion of the final school in 
the training pipeline, the students move out into the fleet for 
service. In addition to the normal input to the BE/E schools from 
Recruit Training, there are a certain number of students who are 
returning from the fleet for additional training who enter the 
pipeline at this point. They follow the rest of the flow in an 
identical manner to those students entering directly from Recruit 
Training. 
The schools, or training courses, treated are organized under one 
of two systems, "lock-step" or "self-paced". Recruit Training, the A 
schools, and the AFUN school are lock-step courses. This means that a 
class forms at certain prescriqed times (dates specified as "class 
convening schedule") and fallows a course of instruction for a 
prescribed length of time. At the end of this time all of the 
students who enrolled in the class have either graduated from the 
course and moved on to the next course in their pipeline, attrited 
from the course (and left the system being simulated), or have been 
"set-back" (assigned to rejoin the next class convening in the cowrse 
and repeat the course of instruction from the beginning). The A 
schools and AFUl\J school will have an upper limit to the number of 
students who may begin a course at any one time (a maximum class 
size), but the Recruit Training is not so limited. (A course of Basic 
Recruit Training will begin every week. There is no limit placed on 
the number of "companies" formed each week. The total number of 
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recruits in all of the companies formed in any given week will be 
defined as the "class" size for that week.) 
The BE/E schools are self-paced courses. When a student arrives 
at this point in his training, he simply waits until a study "carrel" 
is available, at which time he can begin the block of self-paced 
instruction units. When he has completed them, he moves on to the 
next block prescribed by his rating's pipeline. In this case, the 
numbers used by the simulation programs for length of instruction are 
averages. Assumptions must also be made in order to determine the 
number of students beginning at a given time and when that given time 
is. (See Chapter III for a full discussion of the assumptions made in 
developing the simulation systems.) 
The various simulation programs, then, have several tasks. They 
must first of all provide a flow of simulated students through the 
training pipeline. These students must be differentiated (primarily 
by their rating) in order to route them properly. The programs must 
provide a system of accounting to keep track of how many students of 
which type are at each point in the simulated system at each step of 
The simulation clock. Finally, the programs must provide a summary of 
the various statistical data collected during the course of the run. 
The remainder of this report will describe how the various simulation 
prograns written for this situation meet the above requirements. 
CHAPTER II 
SIMULATION APPROACHES 
Overview: Two Approaches 
The simulation approaches taken to this problem fall into two 
general categories. First are those that use a special purpose 
simulation language. These include a SLAM1 program which simulates 
the flow of the Naval students through the training pipeline. (SLAM 
is the acronym for Simulation Language for Alternate Modeling, 
developed by Pritzker and Associates.) This language uses the classic 
network method of modeling a discrete system: formulating a network 
through which entities flow, m.oving from node to node by passing 
through various activities. The SLAM language also offers the 
facility of modeling the specialized conditions and decisions at 
individual events by user-written FORTRAN subroutines. The 
development and operation of the SLAM program modeling the Naval 
student flow problem is described in detail in "Simulation of Naval 
Training Pipeline," by Roger M. Werner. 
The other special purpose simulation language used was GASP (GASP 
is the acronym for General Activity Simulation Program.) This 
language is a precursor of SLAM and one of the languages which 
contributed greatly to SLAM's final form.3 In addressing the 
student flow problem the GASP language was not used directly. Rather, 
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the FORTRAN subroutines which make up the simulation package were 
translated into BASIC, with the goal of running a network-type 
simulation analysis on a mini- or microcomputer. The purpose of this 
effort was to combine the extensive statistical capabilities of a 
network modeling approach and the convenience of using a higher order 
language (specifically designed for network simulation work) with the 
facility of running simulations on a mini- or microcomputer (whose 
primary attractions were their fast turn-around times and lower 
execution costs). The problems encountered in this effort, their 
resolutions, and the outlook for future use of a BASIC version of GASP 
are all described in detail in Linton. 4 
The second category of simulation approaches includes those that 
use a general purpose language to write a custom-designed simulation 
program to analyze the student flow problem. Both FORTRAN and BASIC 
were utilized in this effort. A basic descriptive algorithm termed 
the Pipeline Management Model (Av1M) was first realized as a FORTRAN 
program. (See Chapter III for a complete discussion of the PMM 
Algorithm.) This same algorithm (and basically the same simulation 
logic flow) was then realized as a BASIC program. The BASIC 
simulation program was written not as a stand-alone simulation, 
however~ but as the heart of an interactive system designed to run on 
a Wang 2200 minicomputer system. The bulk of this report will consist 
of a full description of the logic and operating details of the 
FORTRAN program and a detailed description of the organization and 
operation of the BASIC interactive system. 
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Comparison of Two Ppproaches 
A comparison of the two types of approach to the student flow 
problem reveals several differences in underlying assumptions and 
program operating capabilities. The special-purpose discrete systems 
simulation languages (SLAM and GASP) analyze the student flow problem 
in essentially the same way. The differences between these two 
languages are small and tend to be differences in degree of 
sophistication or extent of detail. They each define a network of 
nodes where decisions can be made affecting the flow of entities. 
These nodes are connected by activities which provide a means of 
measuring the flow of entities from node to node as well as defining 
some conditions of flow. Both languages are complete software 
packages which translate the higher order statements into calls to the 
various FORTRAN routines which make up the language. These packages 
also include an executive routine (which oversees the operations of 
the overall system) as well as extensive statistical analysis and 
report-generation capabilities. 
In these two languages, the entities flowing through the network 
are defined as individual students (or as scaled down fixed-size 
blocks of students). These entities carry with them a set of 
descriptive attributes which are selectively examined and tested in 
order to determine the appropriate path through the network. These 
large-scale programs handle the entire student-flow problem in each 
simulation run. That is, all ratings and all courses are defined in 
the system and each simulation run analyzes all of the ratings' 
pipelines simultaneously. 
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The unit of simulation time in both cases is one day, i.e. the 
current status of the various statistics being collected is updated 
each time a new simulated day occurs. Both the SLPM and (the planned) 
GASP programs specifically address the problem of travel delay as 
students move from course to course. The SLAM program calculates 
necessary travel time based upon the locations of the course just 
completed and the next course in the pipeline. 
Because of the extensive statistical analysis capabilities of. the 
SLAM and GASP packages, the output data available consists of more 
than just the total numbers of students in various categories at 
various points in time. The system also keeps track of the sizes of 
queues in the system and the amount of time spent in them by the 
entities. It, therefore, can provide means, maximums, etc. of the 
student category totals, queue . lengths, or waiting times over the 
length of the simulation run. 
The FORTRAN program and the BASIC system of programs both deal 
with aggregate numbers of students in the various categories, e.g. 
Awaiting Instruction, Under Instruction, etc. These totals are 
updated (added to or subtracted from as appropriate) during each 
simulation cycle. These programs both have a more 1 imi ted 
simultaneous data base than the SLPM system. Both the FORTRAN and the 
BASIC versions simulate only one rating's training pipeline at a 
time. The BASIC system can accomodate a large disk-stored data base 
consisting of all the necessary course description parameters and 
input data for many pipelines. rbwever, only one pipeline at a time 
can be analyzed by the program. 
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The unit of simulation time for both of these programs is one 
week. This means that students may arrive, enroll, or graduate from 
courses on any day of the week; however, the changes in the totals in 
these various categories will only be acknowledged on Friday of each 
simulated week. This weekly simulation clock also affects the 
treatment of the travel time problem. These programs make no explicit 
allowances for travel time between successive course locations. The 
assumption made is that a student may complete a course on any dqy of 
the week and travel to his next course, arriving some time in the 
following week. The student will be counted among the graduates for 
the first week (updated on Friday) and then will be counted among the 
arrivals at the next course during the next week (updated on the 
following Friday). Since all of the accounting takes place only on 
Fridays, it makes no difference .whether the student has to travel for 
two days or eight days between courses; a standard delay of one week 
will be assumed between all successive courses. 
The statistics collected by the FORTRAN and BASIC programs are 
essentially "raw data" for statistical analysis. They consist of the 
total number of students in each of the six categories for each course 
in the pipeline, for each week in the simulation run. There is no 
analysis performed by the programs; that is, no means, maximums, 
standard deviations, etc. are calculated. In the case of the BAS! C 
system, however, this "raw data" is automatically stored on disk for 
future reference. Any resultant weekly status figures can be, under 
program control, transferred into an "input-type" file and used to 
initiate another · simulation run. The "raw data" can also be 
13 




Mathematical Model -- Rv1M Algorithm 
The FORTRAN and BASIC prograns are both based upon the same 
mathematical algorithm, called the Pipeline M3nagment MJdel (R'1M). 
(For the original explanation of the Pipeline Management Model and 
detailed examples, see merro from Dr. I. Shever to Mr. Morris 
Middleton, 27 April 1981, Appendix 7.) This model is the simple 
accounting system which keeps track of how many people are at each 
point in the system at any given time. Each course being analyzed has 
its concerned population broken. into six categories. Table I shows 
these six categories and their definitions. (There is another student 
status category generated by the programs in the course of the weekly 
updates called SETBAO<S. Tnis category is defined as the number of 
students who have failed to successfully complete a particular course 
and, in the given week, are dropped back to repeat the entire course 
of instruction. Since these students do not leave the course., but 
remain in the UNDER INSTRUCTION category, they are, in a sense, 
transparent to the system, only emerging when they finally either 
ATTRITE or GRADUATE from the course.) 
As the simulation progresses, the numbers stored in each of these 
categories for each course in the pipeline are updated on a weekly 













DEFINITION OF DATA CATEGORIES 
Definition 
number of students arriving at this point. i.e. 
wishing to enroll in this course this week. 
number of students who were actually enrolled 
in this course this week, i.e. began the course 
of instruction during the current week. 
number of students who are currently under 
instruction in this course this week. 
number of students who wish to enroll in this 
course but have not yet been able to, i.e. 
waiting for seats to become available. 
number of students who successfully completed 
this course this week and who will now move on 
to the next course in their pipeline. 
number of students who dropped out of this 
course during this week (these students leave 
the simulation system completely). 
16 
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FILL AVAILABLE SEATS (WITH ARRIVALS & AI) 
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PMM Logic Flow 
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As each course is encountered in the pipeline, the process begins 
with the set of statistics generated by the previous week, the current 
status of the course. (This consists of the number in each of the 
above defined data categories.) The first step in the updating 
process is to subtract the current week's at triting students from the 
group under instruction, followed by the graduating students for the 
current week. The process then detennines how many places are 
available for new students and fills than first with those already 
awaiting instruction and then those newly arrived, adding the newly 
enrolled students to the ranks of the "under instruction". The last 
step is to update the number awaiting instruction by subtracting from 
it those who were just enrolled and adding to it any new arrivals who 
were not accommodated this week. A new set of statistics has now been 
generated which reflects the current status of the course at the end 
of the current week. 
FORTRAN Program Inputs, Outputs, and Assumptions 
The inputs necessary to the FORTRAN program fall into three main 
categories: (1) parametric information on the courses in the 
pipeline, (2) information defining the simulation conditions for a 
particular simulation run, and (3) a series of constants necessary to 
define initial conditions and establish a steady state. (To car relate 
the following with the FORTRAN flow chart, see Table II, which gives a 
list of FORTRAN variables and their definitions.) The course 
parametric information includes the minimum number of students 
necessary to allow a scheduled course to convene, the maximum number 
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of students that can be under instruction simultaneously for a 
particular course, the average instruction length for a course, the 
convening frequency, and the attrition and setback rates. The 
information defining the simulation conditions for a particular run 
would include the number of student types, courses, and BE/E blocks in 
the pipeline, as well as the number of weeks of simulation to be 
expected. The rrost important piece of data in this category, of 
course, is the number of arrivals to expect during each week of the 
simulation. This is the independent variable which drives the 
simulation. The constants necessary to define the initial conditions 
of each course are the number of students under instruction and 
awaiting instruction at the beginning of the simulation run. 
Establishing a steady state condition requires that constants be 
specified for the number of stu~ents graduating, attriting and being 
set back each week of simulation until the classes that are formed in 
the first week of simulation are ready to leave instruction (by 





















LIST OF FORTRAN VARIABLES 
Definition 
number of types of students 
nunber of courses in pipeline 
number of BE/E blocks scheduled for this pipeline 
flag, indicating whether or not a class convened 
this week for a particular course 
total number of students wishing to enroll, i.e. 
sum of ARRIVALS and AWAITING INSTRUCTION 
number of seats available to be filled by newly 
enrolling students 
number of attriting students of type I 
total number of students under instruction in 
course J 
total number of students arriving to course J 
total number of students awaiting instruction in 
course J 
total number of students attriting from course J 
total number of students enrolling in course J 
number of students of type I urder instruction 
in course J 
attrition rate for student type I, course J 
constant number of graduates of type I from 
course J 
constant number of at tritirg students of type I 
from course J 
constant number of setback students of type I 
from course J 
ARR (I, J) 
ENROLL (I,J,K) 
GRAD (I,J,K) 
OUTAJT ( ) 
JRUT ( ) 












number of students of type I arriving at course J 
number of students of type I, enrolling in 
course J during week K 
number of students of type I, graduating from 
course J in week K 
buffer array containing output statistics to be 
printed in report 
array containing correspondence between the 
program's "ID" number for a course and the 
course's order in the pipeline 
array containing pro gram 's "ID" numbers for list 
of courses' numbered in the order of processing 
through the pipeline 
minimum number of students necessary for a class 
in course J to convene 
maximum number of students that can be under 
instruction in course J 
convening frequency of course J (i.e. number of 
weeks between convening) 
average time of instruction of course J, in weeks 
number of weeks since the last convening of 
course J 
short descriptive name for course J 
ID number of course currently being processed. 
total number of weeks of simulation 
number of current simulation week 
ID number of course immediately preceding 
current course 
The outputs generated by the FORTRAN program are the set of 
statistics defining the status of each course at the end of each wee k 
of simulation. These are the number of students in each of the 
following categories: ARRIVED, El\ROLLED, UNDER INSTRUCTION, AWAITING 
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INSTRUCTION, ATTRITED, and GRADUATED. These statistics are generated 
for each cause, each week of simulation and stored in a large output 
array until the simulation run is completed. They are then displayed 
as matrices in the output report, with weeks running horizontally and 
student categories, vertically. Many of the basic simplifying 
assumptions made in the design of the FORTRAN program have been 
touched upon in the latter part of Chapter II (Comparison of the Two 
Approaches). One rating's pipeline is simulated and analyzed during a 
"simulated run." R.mched card data must be read in at the start of 
each run defining the system under simulation as well as its 
constraining parameters. 
The FORTRAN program allows for the analysis of more than one 
"student type" in a rating category. In test and verification runs of 
the program, only one student ~ype was used, assuming that all 
students in a certain rating were identical. In general, the 
assumption is that the use of four student types in a rating is 
adequately representative of the real population to allow sufficient 
prioritizing of seat assignments. (See Appendix 7 for discussion of 
this issue and justification of the adequacy of four student types.) 
All types of courses are simulated using the same mechanism, 
al though the actual operation of the BE/E schools, A schools, and 
Recruit Training are not the same . . (See Chapter I for a description 
of the training systems.) The common mechanism used is the operating 
technique of the A school. Convenings are scheduled at regular 
intervals. At the time of a scheduled convening, if the minimum 
number of students necessary to warrant a class convening have 
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gathered and there are seats available in the facility, then a class 
will convene. In the case of the BE/E schools, each "block" of BE/E 
instruction is treated as an independent course in the pipeline. It 
is assumed that a minimum of only l student is necessary to open a new 
class and that convenirgs are scheduled every week. Since the 
program's simulation clock is weekly, this results in a student's 
being able to move immediately from one course to the next, dependent 
only upon a seat being available. The individual required times of 
instruction for the BE/E blocks are assumed to be equal to the average 
lengths of instruction determined from analysis of historical data. 
The Recruit Training Courses are also assumed to be modeled after 
the same formula as the A schools. This requires only the assumption 
of a large number as the figure for maximum capacity sirce any number 
of 20-man companies can be formed from the recruits arriving in any 
given week. It is therefore necessary only to specify the capacity 
value for any RTC courses as a very large number with respect to the 
numbers being used in the system. This insures that any number of 
weekly arrivals can be taken into the systsn. The implications of the 
assumption of a weekly simulation clock are discussed in a.apter II. 
FORTRAN Program Logic Flow - Diagram and Text 
The FORTRAN Rv1M Program consists of the main program and four 
subroutines, INPUTS, ATTRITE, GRAD and FILL. A logic flow chart for 
each of them appears in figures 3 through 7. The main program begins 
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For I = l To N 
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by reading in (from punched cards) some of the constants necessary to 
define the simulation run: number of student types, number of courses 
in the pipeline, number of weeks of simulation for this run, number of 
BE/E blocks for this rating. It also reads in an array, ROUTE ( J) , 
which defines what courses make up the pipeline to be simulated and in 
what order they are to be processed each week. The program then 
consists of two large loops, one inside the other. The outer loop 
running to statement 510 is repeated once for each week of 
simulation. The inner loop running to statment 500 is repeated for 
each course in the pipeline. Within these two loops are the 
instructions which update the statistics for each course, each week. 
The first step in the first week's update of the first course is 
to determine the identifying number of the course from the ROUTE 
array. Th is identifying number ~s first tested to determine whether 
the course now ready to be processed is the first course in the 
pipeline. (The first course in the pipeline actually consists of the 
first three courses listed in the input data, since it is defined as 
the corresponding course in each of three locations.) If so, then the 
INPUTS subroutine is immediately called to determine the initial 
simulation conditions and the number of students arriving this week to 
this course. If not, the identifying number of the preceding course 
is determined from the ROUTE array, so that when the INPUTS routine is 
then called, it will know which course's graduates will be considered 
to be the arrivals to this course. Upon return from the INPUTS 
subroutine, the total numbers of ARRIVALS, Uis and Ais are determined 
by summing the individual numbers for each student type. 
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Next, the number of ATTRITES are determined. The current week's 
number is tested to see whether the simulation has progressed to the 
point where ATTRITES can be naturally generated using the attrition 
rate and the enrollment figure for the particular class or whether a 
constant will have to be assumed. If the current simulation week is 
equal to or greater than one-half the average length of instruction of 
the current course, then the subroutine ATTRIT is called to calculate 
the number of attriting students. If not, then the constant attrite 
number is used. In either case, the number of at trites is then 
subtracted from the number under instruction for each student type as 
well as from the total number under instruction and the numbers of 
attrites are summed. The same procedure is then repeated to calculate 
the number of graduates and update the under instruction and graduated 
figures for each student type and overall total. (In the case of the 
graduating students the current simulation week's number is tested 
against the total length of instruction for the current course.) The 
GRADS subroutine performs the normal calculation of graduates using 
attrition rates, setback rates, setback figures, and enrollment 
figures. 
The next step is to determine wrether or not a course should 
convene this week. If the counter for this particular course is less 
than the course frequency number (weeks between convenings) , then no 
class in this course is scheduled to convene this week. The total 
number of students enrolled this week is set to 0 and the OPEN flag is 
reset to indicate no class convening this week. Control is 
immediately branched to a statement where the OPEN flag is tested. If 
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the individual course counter is equal to or greater than the 
convening frequency number then a course is assumed to be scheduled to 
convene this week. The next test to be made is to determine whether 
there exist any available seats to allow a new class to convene. The 
number of seats available is calculated by subtracting the total 
number of students now under instruction from the specified maximum 
capacity of this course. If there are no seats available, the total 
number enrolled for this week is set to O, the individual course 
counter is reset to O, and the OPEN flag is reset to o. If there are 
seats available, the individual course counter is still reset to O, 
however, the OPEN flag is set to 1 and the FILL routine is called to 
fill the available seats and create a newly enrolled class for this 
week. In both cases, control is then transferred to the same 
statement mentioned above where the OPEN flag is tested. If the OPEN 
flag is found to be O, then the students of each type that arrived 
this week are added to the appropriate awaiting instruction group and 
to the tota1 awaiting instruction number. The number of students of 
each type enrolled is set to O. (The total number of enrolling 
students for this course, this week, was set to O earlier and so it 
does not need to be changed here. ) If, however, the OPEN flag is 
found to be 1, indicating that a class in this course convened this 
week, then the program moves immediately to its last section, which 
first integerizes all the student category numbers (to prevent the 
generation of fractions of a person). This new set of statistics is 
then stored in the Output array for printing at the end of the 
simulation run. The individual counter for the particular course is 
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now incremented by one, and the inner loop recycles to update the next 
course in the pipeline for this week. When all the courses in the 
defined pipeline have been updated, the program recycles the outer 
loop and repeats the process for the next simulation week. When all 
of the defined simulation weeks have been processed, then the program 
moves to the output generation section and prints the OUTPUT array in 
the format shown in Appendix 2. Each course in the pipeline appears 
in consecutive order with a matrix display. Each matrix consists of 
simulation weeks running horizontally and student categories running 
vertically with the number of students in that category for that 
course in that week. 
Figure 4 shows the flow diagram for the subroutine, INPUTS. The 
subroutine first determines what type of course is currently being 
processed by progressively testing .the course's sequence number: less 
than 3, less than 15. Courses with numbers up to 3 are Recruit 
Training Courses and therefore the program reads the week's number of 
arrivals directly from the punched cards. If the sequence number is 
not less than 3 but still less than 15, the course is a BE/E course. 
In this case, the program determines the sequence number of the 
previous course in the pipeline and routes control based on its 
value. The number of weekly arrivals is set equal to the number of 
graduates from the appropriate previous course in the pipeline. The 
number of arrivals to the BE/E Block 1 courses is then augmented by 
10%, to account for the addition of "fleet returnees" to the regular 
Recruit Training Course graduates. If the sequence number is not less 
than 15, but the number of the previous course in the sequence is less 
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than 15, then the current course is the first course in a series of A 
schools. In this case, the number of arrivals for the week is 
calculated by summing the numbers of graduates from the last block of 
BE/E courses at each location. (A test of the number of BE/E blocks 
specified for this simulation run determines which set of BE/E courses 
is the "last" block.) If none of the above conditions is true, then 
the course is a following A school and the number of weekly arrivals 
is simply the number of graduates from the previous A school. 
The program then tests the number of the current simulation week. 
If this is the first week of simulation, then the name of the course, 
initial conditions, and parametric information is also read in. 
OJ ntrol is then returned to the MAIN program. If this is not the 
first week of simulation, control is returned to the MAIN program 
immediately after determining the number of weekly arrivals. 
Figure 5 shows the flow diagram for the subroutine, ATTRIT. This 
is a fairly short, straightforward routine, which first determines the 
week of enrollment for the class members who are now ready for 
calculation of attrition. All attrition for each class is assumed to 
occur halfway through the course of instruction; therefore a number of 
weeks equal to one-half of the average length of instruction is 
subtracted from the current week's number to determine the enrolling 
week. The number of ATTRITES (of each type) is then calculated using 
the enrollment number and Rate of Attrition. The nLJTiber of students 
Under Instruction (of each type) and the Total Under Instruction are 
updated by subtracting the number of ATTRITES. The Total ATTRITES are 
then calculated by sLITlming the ATTRITES of each type. Control is then 
returned to the MAIN program. 
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Figure 6 shows the flow diagram for the subroutine, GRADS. This 
routine calculates the number of graduates from the current course and 
updates Under Instruction numbers in the same fashion as the ATTRIT 
routine handles calculation for attri ting student numbers. In this 
case, the appropriate week of enrollment is the entire average length 
of instruction (in weeks) previous to the current week. One other 
function is accomplished by this routine. If the course is a Recruit 
Training Course, then the number of Graduates is augmented by 20%. 
This action allows addition of those Recruit Training graduates who 
are "pick-ups" into the rating to the number of graduates who have 
been "guaranteed" in the rating during their Recruit Training. (See 
Chapter I for a discussion of "pick-ups" vs. DCC SPEC Recruit Training 
graduates.) The Total number of Graduates is then calculated by 
summing the numbers of GRADS of each type and control is then returned 
to the MAIN program. 
Figure 7 shows the flow diagram for the subroutine, FILL. This 
routine fills the available seats in a course, enrolling the new 
class, first with students who have been Awaiting Instruction, then 
with the students who have just Arrived this week. The first step in 
the program is to reset the Total Enrollments to O, before beginning 
the current week's enrollment process. Then, if the number of seats 
available is greater than the number of students Awaiting Instruction 
then the Under Instruction and Enrolling figures are all updated by 
adding the number of students who had been Awaiting Instruction. The 
number Awaiting Instruction is now set to O (since they have all been 
assigned seats and enrolled). The number of available seats is 
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adjusted to reflect the loss of the number just assigned. If the 
original number of available seats is less than or equal to the number 
of students Awaiting Instruction then the Under Instruction and 
Enrolling figures are all updated by adding only the number of 
formerly available seats. The number of students Awaiting Instruction 
is then reduced by the number who have just been assigned seats. The 
number of available seats is now o. 
In either case, the routine now compares the number of remaining 
available seats to the number of Arriving students for this week. If 
the number of seats available exceeds the number of students who have 
just arrived, then the Under Instruction and Enrolling figures are 
increased by the total number of Arriving students. The number of 
available seats will then be reduced by the same number. If the 
number of available seats is less . than or equal to the number of 
Arriving students, then the Under Instruction and Enrolling figures 
are increased by the number of available seats and the remaining 
Arriving students are added into the Awaiting Instruction group. The 
number of available seats then becomes 0. In either case, program 
control then returns to the MAIN program. 
BASIC Program Inputs, Outputs, Assumptions 
The inputs required by the BASIC simulation program, ~M.SIM, 
specify the conditions for a particular simulation run, enabling the 
simulation program to use the data file system built up by the rest of 
the PMM System. Among the required inputs is the name of the RATING 
to be simulated. This RAT ING abbreviation will be used as a key to 
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access the correct record in the RATINGS data file, in order to 
determine which courses will be treated in a particular simulation. 
Also required to specify a simulaton run are the date of the first 
week of simulation and number of weeks of simulation desired. These 
set the time constraints on the simulaiton run. All time operations 
in the PMM.SIM program are performed upon weekly dates of the mm/dd/yy 
form. The last parameters necessary to define a particular simulation 
run are the Data Set #s for the STATISTICS records to be used for 
Initial Conditions and the INPUT records to be used to provide the 
flow of weekly ARRIVALS to the simulation. (For more complete 
descriptions of the STATISTICS and INPUT data files, as well as the 
other data files in the PMM System, see Appendix 6.) 
The outputs generated by each run of the Av1M. SIM program are a 
series of matrix displays. Each matrix represents data for one 
particular course in the pipeline, with number of simulaton weeks 
running horizontally and student data categories running vertically, 
each number represents the number of students in that category on that 
week for that course. (For an example of the output from the PMM.SIM 
program, see Appendix 5.) 
The assunptions made in the design of the PMM System are primarily 
the same as those used in the FORTRAN program design. This is because 
the PMM.SIM program was derived as a BASIC realization of the FORTRAN 
program and the rest of the Av1M System was then built around it as 
necessary. 
Only one additional simplifying assumption was made. That is that 
only one "type" of student would be assumed to be flowing through each 
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RATING pipeline, rather than four types with individual priorities for 
obtaining available seats in the convening courses. This assumption 
simplified the mechanics of the updating process in the Av1M.SIM 
program as well as the record field definitions in the STATISTICS data 
file. The capability of simultaneously handling more than one type of 
student could be added to the PMM System through the use of increased 
string manipulation. (For example, everywhere that a numeric quantity 
F6 (I) is now saved, a string variable F6 $ (I) string would be used. 
The string would consist of several segments representing the number 
of type 1 students, number of type 2 students, etc. and total number 
of students in the particular category. The WANG 2200 System BASIC's 
sophisticated string manipulation capabilities would enable the 
realization of all the updating processes in the PMM. SIM program at 
the expense of slightly increased execution time and more complicated 
·data file field specifications.) 
BASIC Program Logic Flow Diagram and Text 
This section wi 11 describe the logic flow of the Av1M. SIM program. 
Figure 8 illustrates the logic flow of the PMM.SIM program. The 
program begins by opening all of the data files to be accessed during 
the course of the simulation: RATINGS, COURSE, STATISTICS, and 
INPUT. (This is the subroutine beginning with line number 6 000. ) 
(See Chapter IV, for full descriptions of these data files, their 
construction and contents. ) A starting message is then displayed on 
the CRT screen. This is accomplished by calling the special 
subroutine '32 which displays a pre-defined screen image, called up by 
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reference to a data file, storing a "screen mask" (For further 
explanation of the "screen mask" concept, see Glossary.). This 
starting message asks the user to input via the keyboard, several 
parameters which will defire the simulation to be run. These include 
RATING to be simulated, date of beginning simulation week, number of 
weeks of simulation desired, Data Set # of STATISTICS to be used for 
Initial Conditions, and Data Set # to be used to store the output 
STATISTICS generated by the simulation run. (For more detailed . 
explanation of these items, see Chapter III.) The program next finds, 




(For a discussion of packing and unpacking data, see 
It then reads the pipeline of courses to determine which 
records must be located in the COURSE file. Next, a 
"Simulation in Progress" message is -displayed on the CRT screen, by 
means of the same special subroutine '32. The Data Set # to be used 
to store the Output STATISTICS record generated by the simulation run 
is determined by calling the subroutine beginning at line 4600. This 
subroutine scans all the STATISTICS records first testing whether the 
type is "O" (for Output), then successively saving the largest Data 
Set #, until the largest currently existing "Output" type data set 
number has been found. It then returns to the main routine with the 
Output Data Set # to be used for this simulation (1 larger than the 
largest currently in use). This Output Data Set #is then displayed 
on the CRT screen with · an appropriate message. The program then 
initializes the simulation time by defining the "date of current 
simulation week" as equal to the desired "date of beginning simulation 
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week" and setting the simulation week # equal to 1. Beginning at line 
number 470 the simulation counters for the current week of simulation 
are initialized by (1) setting this week's date in the date array 
equal to the "date of current simulation week" defined above, (2) 
setting the pipeline position counter to 1 (which defines which course 
in the pipeline is currently being updated, (3) clearing the array 
which keeps track of the number of BE/E blocks that have been 
encountered, and (4) setting the BE/E blocks array counter equal to 
1. At this point, the program displays on the CRT screen a "Currently 
updating week #" message, which shows a continuously changing week 
number to the user. This reassurance is necessary since the 
simulation update process for each week (especially if the pipeline 
has a large number of courses in it) can take a significant length of 
time. Under certain conditions, this .could leave a user looking at an 
uninformative "Simulation in Progress" message for 10 to 20 minutes. 
Starting at line 480, the program begins the area of actual course 
update, by testing whether this is the end of the pipeline. If the 
CDP-Block # for the next course in the pipeline is blank then the last 
course in the pipeline has been updated and control is transferred 
immediately to line 800. (See Glossary for definitions of CDP # and 
Block #. ) If the next CDP-Block # is indeed a legitimate one, then 
the program proceeds into the updating process. First it calls the 
subroutine beginning at line 1500 to determine the number of ARRIVALS 
to be used for this course, for this week of simulation. The number 
of ATTRITES, then number of GRPDS are next subtracted from the nLJTiber 
of students UNDER INSTRUCTION figure. The number of SETBACKS for this 
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week is next calculated. The program then determines whether or not a 
class should convene this week by scanning the list of scheduled 
convening dates for this course and testing whether any of them match 
the "date of current simulation week". If none of the convening dates 
matches the current week's date, then the convene flag is reset and 
program control transfers immediately to the later point where the 
flag is tested. If, however, a class is scheduled to convene on this 
date, then the program next determines how many seats are available 
for the new students this week. This is done by simply subtracting 
the UNDER INSTRUCTION number from the maximum capacity figure. If 
there are no seats available, the convene flag is reset and control 
also transfers to the flag test point. If there are seats available 
then the convene flag is set and the program calls in the subroutine 
starting at line 2000 to fill the · available seats with AWAITING 
INSTRUCTION and ARRIVING students and updates the UNDER INSTRUCTION 
number appropriately. Control then moves to the previously mentioned 
line where the class convene flag is tested. If the flag is found to 
be set then control moves immediately to the area where a new 
STATIST res record is created, if not then the ARRIVALS are added to 
the AWAITING INSTRUCTION number and ENROLLS is set to 0 before moving 
to this area. A new Output - STATISTICS record is now created and 
stored in the STATISTICS file, containing the latest numbers for each 
of the categories for the current course, for the current week. The 
pipeline counter is then incremented and control returns to line 480 
where the update process for the next course begins. 
When the last course in the pipeline has been updated for a 
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particular week, the test at the beginning of the program will move 
control to line 800, where the number of the current simulation week 
is tested versus the number of weeks of simulation specified at the 
beginning of the program. If the number of the current week is less 
than the prescribed number of weeks of simulation for this run, then 
the simulation week counter is incremented and control is transferred 
to line 470 again to begin processing a rew week of simulation. The 
subroutine starting at line 4000 is called to calculate the date for 
the new week. When the number of the current week equals the number 
of weeks to be simulated, then control moves to the "end of simulation 
run" area at line 900. ~re, the special subroutine '32 is called 
again to display the End of Simulation message. This includes a 
summary of the parameters of the simulation run just completed: 
RATING whose pipeline was simulated 
Date of the first week of simulation 
Date of the last week of simulation 
Number of weeks simulated 
Data Set #of Initial Conditions STATISTICS used 
Data Set # INRJT weekly Arrivals used 
Data Set # of Output STATISTICS used 
Pipeline of courses simulated: (list of the CDP-Block #'s of the 
courses in the pipeline) 
The program then asks whether the user wants a hardcopy made of 
this summary. If the answer is YES, the program will ask for the 
device address of the desired printer, then proceed to print a hard 
copy of the information on the CRT screen. When this has been 
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completed, the "End of Program" message will appear, instructing the 
user to press RETURN to return control to the Simulation Subsystem 
Menu. If the answer to the question of hard-copy desirability is NO, 
then control is transferred immediately to the "End" message just 
described. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF INTERACTIVE 'BASIC' SYSTEM 
System Specifications 
The Av1M System is a group of interrelated programs written in 
BASIC for use on a WANG 2200 computer system. The system uses 
interpretive BASIC, i.e. , translates for itself each statement into 
internal machine language as encountered. The usual procedure used at 
the installation where this program system was written is to store (on 
disk) the programs as written (complete with comments, spaces, etc. 
for reading clarity) under the names using upper case letters (e.g., 
PMM.SIM). When the system has become a routinely operating system 
requiring only rare editing, it is also saved (on disk) in a 
compressed format that eliminates all unnecessary characters from the 
program code. This version of the program is stored under the same 
names .but utilizing lower case letters ( pmm. sim). If du ring future 
use of the system, time or memory space constraints appear, the 
compressed versions of the system's programs can then be put into use. 
The WANG 2200 system consists of CRJ with 64K bytes of main memory 
and a minimum of 5 mega-bytes of on-line disk storage. The PMM system 
of programs and data files are stored on disks, accessed through the 
WANG 2200 system, with interactive capabilities provided by WANG 2200 




Software System Organization 
A--1M is organized as a system of separate programs stored on 
dis k(s) which are selected and loaded into the active memory of the 
operating computer as needed. The organization of the system of 
overlays is controlled within the program set itself (i.e., selection 
of options via keyboard by the user, or the presence of certain 
conditions tested for by the current program determine which program 
is called to be overlaid next.) Figure 9 shows the organization of 
the overall system. When the A--1M system is selected from the "primary 
disk selection menu," the PMM.STRT program is loaded from the disk 
into the active memory. This program automatically orders the loading 
of PMM.ADRS which will begin interaction with the user. Requests will 
be seen for basic identification and operating parameters, such as 
date, user's name, and password. The addresses of the disks where the 
rest of the system programs and data files are stored will also be 
required, as well as designation of a printer for later use by the 
system. Av1M.ADRS then calls for the overlay of Ptvfv1.KFM7 and PMM.ISUB. 
Av1M.KFM7 declares and initializes all of the variables used 
uniquely by the KFAM7 system of file storage and retrieval. It also 
contains all the specialized subroutines used by the other programs to 
manipulate the data files. PMM.ISUB contains a collection of numbered 
subroutines which are also referred to by other programs in the 
system. These subroutines perform often-used functions such as moving 
the cursor to a desired position, processing an alphanumeric string 
input via the keyboard, selecting and deselecting the system printer. 


































































































































All of the instructions in these two programs are located at line 
numbers greater than 8000, while the rest of the programs were written 
using line numbers 1 to 7999. This allows the KFAM and other 
specialized subroutines to be co-resident in active memory with 
whatever program is currently overlaid. 
The next program automatically overlaid is A'--1M.MENU which displays 
the "Av1M Master Me nu" and routes subsequent control dependent upon 
interaction with the user. The user interacts with the system by 
means of a series of menus. t-e selects one of the options presented, 
keys his selection in and is presented with another menu of options. 
The Master Menu offers the choice of the principal subsystems 
within the PMM System: Special Support Subsystem, Rating Subsystem, 
C.ourse Subsystem, Statistics Subsystem, and Simulation Subsystem. 
Eadl of these subsystems will be described in detail in the following 
sections. The last choice on the Master Menu is END OF SESSION. This 
choice calls the PMM.$END program which clears all of the common 
variables set up by the system and resets the users table ( "loggirg 
off" the current user identified by the User ID). It also calls in a 
short program called Rv1M.$CLR which generates a closing message on the 
CRT screen. Throughout the system the use of the "." option on menus 
or the RECALL key will move the user backward through the hierarchy 
until he reaches this END OF SESSION option. This is the only 
legitimate way out of the system. (Any other exit will leave a 
fictitious user ID in the User Table and possibly some open files. 
This recessitates using the Reset User Table option described below 
before a legitimate entry into the system will be allowed.) 
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The Special Support Subsystem offers the user the 
several operations which affect the entire PMM system. 




shows the logic flow through the various overlaid programs with a 
brief functional description shown below each. 
The "User Table" is an array which holds the "User ID" of each 
person currently using the system. Theoretically, up to 16 different 
terminals may access the system simultaneously. The user ID' s are . 
entered into the table by the ~M. STRT program and removed by the 
Av1M.$END program. During the development phase (or due to some rare 
operational or environmental error) a user might exit from the systan 
by means other . than the legitimate exit. In this case, a review of 
the User Table followed by deletion of those user ID's that should no 
longer be there can be performed by means of the RESET USER TABLE 
option. 
Another option available in the Special Support Subsystem is 
Reinitialize Data Files. This option, of course, is designed to be 
exercised only during the development of the PMM system. It calls for 
the loading of program Av1M .®JAT which de fines all the necessary (to 
KFAM) specifications for the data files in the system, then PMM.$INT 
which initializes all of these files. (After use of this option, all 
data records are blank. Therefore, selection of the option is 
accompanied by numerous warning messages on the terminal display and 
opportunities for the user to abort the operation, or make 
arrangements for "backing up" any data desired.) 
The Special Support ·subsystem also offers the user the means 
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(through the Load Special Applications option) to load and run his own 
special purpose programs which can utilize the other program and data 
files defined ard stored in the Pt+1 System. (This could include 
statistical analysis programs designed to operate on the output 
STATISTICS generated by the simulation program.) 
The next three subsystems; RATING, COURSE, and STATISTICS, 
manipulate the three primary data files used by this system. The 
RATING file contains a record for each Navy rating which can be 
handled by this system. Each record consists of the Navy abbreviation 
for the rating, the full descriptive name, some comments on the 
training pipelire followed, and a list of the CDP (Course Data 
Processing) numbers of the courses taken by someone of this rating (in 
the order . in which the courses are taken). The aJURSE file contains a 
record for each of these courses. These records are identified by the 
CDP number and block numrer (which together uniquely identify each 
course). For the purposes of this program, all courses have been 
given a block number appended to their unique CDP number. This block 
number has real meaning ( and a value other than 1) only in the case 
of the BE/E courses. (See Chapter I for a description of course 
organization and definition of the blocks of BE/E instruction.) Since 
this analysis treats each block of instruction units as a separate 
course, provision had to be made to distinguish among them. The "CDP 
number-block number" combination then uniquely identifies each segment 
of training the student encounters. 
The remainder of each record in the COURSE file consists of 
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includes the CIN number (Course Identification Number), the short 
title of the course, the location where the particular course is 
taught and the course type. The types defined by the Av1M System are: 
"R", RTC basic recruit training; "F", Aviation Fundamentals; "B", BE/E 
School; and "A", A school (Advanced Training). Also stored in each 
course's record are the average length of instruction (in days), 
maximum number of students that can be accepted in one class, the 
attrition and setback rates, and a schedule of convening dates. 
The convening date referred to by this program is defined as the 
date of the Friday of any week during which a class in this course may 
form and begin instruction. (The accepted Navy definition of 
convening schedule is a list of "convening dates" defined as the 
actual dates on which the classes form, regardless of the day of the 
week. This discrepancy is handled· by means of a small piece of 
software which automatically changes any date entered in the system 
into· the appropriate Friday's date, accompanied by a brief explanatory 
message.) If a course had to be taught in a particular unique 
facili~y and lasted for three weeks, then each new class could not 
form and begin instruction until the previous class had finished. In 
this case, the convening schedule would contain dates each three weeks 
apart. If a course were the individual self-paced type, a new "class" 
of one student could "convene" and begin instruction whenever a seat 
became available. In this case, the convening schedule would show 
that a class convening is possible every week. The most common 
pattern in reality is a schedule of weekly convenings of a course 
which lasts for several weeks. In this case, several simultaneous 
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classes of the course are running at the same time, each at a 
different stage in the instruction cycle. 
The STATISTICS data file contains records identified by a 
combination of the course CDP number, block number, date (end-of-week 
date for a specific week), data type (Input or Output), and data set 
number (1 through 25). The rest of each record contains a set of 
statistics giving the status of that course at the end of that 
particular week. These statistics consist of the number of students . 
who fall into each of the following categories: ARRIVED, ENROLLED, 
AWAITING INSTRUCTIONS, UNDER INSTRUCTION, ATTRITED, GRADUATED.and 
SETBACK. This set of statistics describing a course's status in a 
certain week can be "created" for use as initial conditions to a 
simulation (Input type data) or generated as the result of a 
simulation run (Output type data). The data set number allows up to 
25 different sets of statistics (of each type, I or 0) to be 
simultaneously stored for any given course for any given week. 
The RATINGS, COURSE, and STATISTICS Subsystems all have analogous 
program structures: INPUT/EDIT, PRINT, and RESTQRE to DEFAULT VALUES 
are the options available. Figures 11, 12, and 13 illustrate the 
structures of these three subsystems. 
The INPUT/EDIT program .provides the mechanisms for entering 
information into, changing the i-nformation stored in, or deleting 
various records stored in the data file under consideration. The same 
program handles alterations to the primary data file and its default 
file. The PRINT program provides the capability of either displaying 
on the CRT screen or printing by a selected printer the contents of 
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the data file or its default file. The RESTORE DEFAULT program, as 
the name implies, restores the contents of each record of the data 
file to the values stored in the corresponding record of the default 
file. 
The Simulation Subsystem contains those programs which manipulate 
the inputs to the simulation (PMM. INPT), generate the output report 
from the simulation results (PMM.OUTPT) and perform the actual 
simulation itself (~M.SIM). Figure 14 shows the structure of the 
Simulation Subsystem. 
The INPUT program (PMM.INPT) allows the choice of source for the 
input data for the simulation, i.e., the weekly arrivals figures. 
Information can either be transferred into the INPUT disk-stored data 
file from magnetic tape or other disk storage or entered directly into 
the data file via the terminal keyboard. The contents of the INPUT 
data file can also be displayed or printed through options in the 
INPUT program similar to those available for the RATING, COURSE, and 
STATISTICS files. 
The OUTPUT program (PMM.OUTPT) retrieves from the data files the 
statistics generated and stored in the course of a particular 
simulation run and . either displays them on the CRT or prints them on a 
selected printer. This program (A"1M.OJTPT) provides the mechanisms 
for retrieving the desired information, rearranging and displaying it 
in an appropriate report format. 
The last program in the Simulation Subsystem is PMM.SIM, the 
actual heart of, and reason for existence of, the rest of the Rv1M 
System. This program performs the actual simulation mechanism. It 
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establishes the status of the first course in the pipeline for the 
first week of simulation, then determines how many students arrive at 
the course and whether or not a new class should convene. 
It then subtracts the attriting and graduating students from the 
ranks under instruction, and calculates how many will be setback to 
the following class. If a class is scheduled to convene it determines 
whether any seats are available and if so, fills them with appropriate 
students. Finally, it stores a new record of the updated status of 
this course for this week. It continues this process for each course 
in the pipeline and then repeats the entire process for each of the 
succeeding weeks of simulation. A detailed discussion of the 
simulation program flow can be found in Chapter III accompanied by a 
flow chart (Figure 8). 
SUMMARY 
This paper has presented a brief description of the problem of 
simulating the flow of Na val students through their training 
pipelines. Several different methods of approach to this problem were 
outlined and discussed briefly. 
using an algorithm known as R--1M 
Two computer simulation programs 
(Pipeline tv1anagement Mode 1) were · 
described in greater detail: their logic flow, required inputs, 
expected outputs, and simplifying assumptions. One of these programs 
was written in FORTRAN and the other utilized BASIC. The BASIC 
version was integrated into an interactive, menu-driven software 
system to add greater convenience and flexibility to the simulation 
process. This software system has also been described in detail in 
the body of this paper. 
This interactive system, coupled with the data-handling 
capabilities of the computer system on which it is run offers the 
opportunity for extensive future use. Historical enrollment data 
could be used to verify the model more completely by testing the 
validity of the various simplifying assumptions that were used in 
development. The simulation program could be initialized for 
"real-world" data directly via magnetic tape. Running simulations 
using this data could then highlight prospective problem areas (e.g. 
areas of insufficient capacity producing "bottlenecks" or areas of 
excess capacity or inadequate scheduling producing under-utilization 
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of the available resources). Alternative solutions to these problems 
could then be tested by further simulations with differing defining 
and initial conditions, showing the effects of charges in pipeline 
sequences, course capacities, etc. The modular, overlaid system of 
program structure used in the Rv1M system also makes it easily 
compatible with other computerized scheduling and management systems. 
Proposed alternative pipeline arrargements could also be tested by 
computer-aided analysis to determine the effects on scheduling 
facilities and personnel as well. 
In short, the PMM system for interactive computer simulation of 
student flow has the potential to be a useful analytical tool and 
basic building block for future computer-aided management. 
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Aviation fundamentals school 
Awaiting instruction 
Advanced training course 
Percentage of students enrolling in a course of 
instruction who fail to complete it 
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Recruit Training Course 
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8 3 F U Ii. M A T < 1 >< 1. t R A T R : t , F 1 O • 3 t • R S T BK = t t F 1 0 • 3 t 1 CG R A 0 = t t F 1 0 • 3 t · 
1 • C A T R IT = t 1 F 1 0 • 3 t t C S T 6 K = ' t F 1 0 • 3 ) · . ·; · · · 99 ffJt,TJNUE . · . • .. 
l 0 0 ( 0 N T I N IJ £ . · • · ; .. . ··· ~ " : · ·,. : .. . · . 
l · P I TE < 6 , 11 J ·' ' · 
1 7 f u i< M A T ( I 111 )( • ' w E E K s t ' ~ 'f )( • ' 1 I , . • 2 ' • • 3 . • I t • I I • 
l • 6 ' r· • 1 ' ' ' . A , , ' 9 ' • i o1 , • I ', • .111 a I •• ' i 21 c ' ' ~ • f3 .•• l't ••• 15 ••• 16 . •• 7 
5 • t 
. 3 • 20 •) 
JC-=l 
..I= 1 
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1 H~i 
1 At. 
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. ~ 19'J 
















~ ~ h (., u .• t l J J 
~R1T£<6t610>SCH00LCJ> 
f.1 C FnHMAT<//llXJA~O) 
Jf (S.Glel> GOTO 6~n 
72 
w R IT r ( 6 J6 2 0) ( 0 UT p ti H In' JO) t JO= 1t2 0, t~~ fU~MAT<5Xt•ENRCLL •,11x,2QFS.O> 
lO=IO+l 
~ · r: IT E ( 6 ' (j J 0 ) ( 0 lJ T p ll r< I 0 ' J 0 ) t J a = 1 ' 2 0 , 
f 3 t i f OR M A T < 5 X t t G R A C ' el 7 X t 2 0 F 5 • 0 J 
Jll=IO+l ' ··. · ·~=J+l 
GOTO 600 
r50 ~RJTE<6tb~Q)COUTPUT<IOt~O),J0:1,20> 
6no · f-OP.MATC5)(,•ARRIVAL 't17Xt20F5.0J 
10=10+1 . 
WP.ITE<61670)(0UTPUTCIC'tJll)tJO:t,20) 
6 7 0 f 01( M A T ( :J )( t t E N R 0 L l • t 1 1 X t 2 U F 5 e·O J 
lO=IO+l 
WRITC<<>.tfiRO><OUTPlJT( JO,JO) ,JO:lp20) 
6 !-< I.I t- 0 RM AT ( '!l X. t ' A I ' t 1 1 X t 2 0 F 5 • 0 J . 
I LI: t 0+1 . . 
Wf.llf(61690)(0UTPUT<IO,J0>1J0=1t20J 
690 FORMAT<5Xt•UI '•11Xt20F5,0> · 
10=10+1 . . 
~~ITE<6t700><0UTPUT<JO,JO>tJO=lJ20J 
1 O ti F ORHA T < 5X t . ~GR A 0 ' , 17X,2Of5 • 0 10=10+1 . . . 
~RlTE<61710>tOU1PUT<IO,JO)eJO:tJ20) 
710 roRHAT<~x.•ATRITE . '•l7Xt20F5•0 
JO:JO+l . :'. ·· . « · J = J + 1 1, . . . • ; ., , I , 
G 0 1 0 6 0 0 · .'~" - . 
A('U COf\TINUE .. · . , 
cuu•LATER1 800 WILL Rf. TfST WHETHER MULTIPLE 20-WEEK °. ftUNS ARE DESIRED ' 
C sTARTING•OATA FOR FOLLOWING RUNS ·WILL BE wq:K 20~S DAT_A FROM 
C CURR Et. l . f\ UN ·1· -. •• · ;. •. 
9 O 0 5 TOP · · · .. · · ~ ,.-· ... 
E~O >i.·\; :i J . . :;, '. .. . .. [;. : . ' -._·: ";> :· 
S ·UBROUTlNE. · , INP.UTS<Tt~•StSP) .. I. • , ....... . · . • •• ..· 
c • • • • • c~~~aN1co ~•·~i .. /N .tNS tNH, orrn ! TOTAL .Av AIL -. , • ~ ·..-. · · · 
· COMMON/COMH3/ATRITEC4>tTOTUI 15>1TOTARR<15)1TOTAI<15)1TQTATR<15)t 
1 ~OTENRC15>tTOTGR<1~>1SETBK<~1 5120>pRSTBK<~115) · ~ . . ·. 
C01'4MON/COMM4'/UI<lf .. l5>tAI<'tt15>1R TfH~115)tCGRAD(4115Jp . I . 
1 CATAIT<~t15),ARR<'ttl5>1ENROLL(~115t20>tGRAOC4•1~t20Jt ·' 
2 CUTPUT<9et21l tJRUT<50) tCSTBKUl15> · •. . .. · · CO,..MON/C0~~21ROUTE<t5>t · · ~ ,CAP< 5hCFREQU5>tT,NSTU5>t 
1 TCOUNHI~> tSCHOOL< Pl> ·:: .; . · . · 
CH/IRACTER•30 SCHOOL • · .-: . 
lNTEGfR StltTCOUNTtTFlNtNtNStROUTE 




ElSf IF<SeLE.15>TH£N . 
IS=S-3 · · . 
GOT0<20p'+01'llt25tlf21lf3,301't4t45>tIS 
;>O ~l~R<I,JJ:GRAO<I1JRUl<l>tT> . 
GOTO 35 
2~ A~~(J,J>=GRAO<I1JRUT<~>.T> 















..I . ~ I ' " f( ,, " 6 I J ) • h t. .• 1 .J • ) ., ti!· N 
ll I· t" ' J t J >:A~ P c I t J > + 1. EhDIF . 
73 
- .c.o.t o .. ~kl.-.:... ._ - ·-- ·-·- . .. . .. . -- ·-·--
tt 1 t.1.fHl1J):GRADf ltJllllTC'H,i> 
CtlTO 5H 
q} Atdd lt~J>=GfU\OC l"IPUT<~>,T> 
(;(il(l 58 
't 2 ft f 1 .R C l t J > : 6 ~ fl 0 C I t J R UT ( 7. > ·, T > 
~OT<~ 58 . 
4J fH~Cl1J):GRADCltJ~UTCAl,T> 
l~OTO 58 · 
'+q ~HHCl1J>=GRAD<l1JRUlClD>tT> GPTO 58 
q ~; A f' ~ < I .! J > : G RA 0 C I t J R UT < l l > , T > 
CHIT0 . 58 · · 
. . 
flSE IF<SP.LEel5>THEN . 
GCTO(C::l 152153> t NA" . . ' . ~ 1 /lfd~ < I t J ) = <HU u ( I t J R U T < 't > t T > + GR A 0 < I t JR U T< 7 > t T > + G RA 0 C lt JR U TC 1 Q > t T> 
GOTO 55 · · . · . . 
ti~ AHRCI1J>=GRAOCl1JRUTt5>1T>+GRAOCitJRUT<8>1T)+GR~DCiiJRUT<ll>tT) 
GOlO 55 ·· · · · . · ' · • ~3 ~RRCl1J>=GRAD<I1JRUTC6)eT>•GRADCltJRUT<9>1T>+GRADCltJRUT<l2>tT) 
.fl~. CONTINUE :···.-· \.··· fl SE 
~~~CltJ):G~AOCltCJ-l>1T> ··1· 
l N 0 I F : I·;;·:·. • . 
5R C'ONT INUE · ~ : .. 
IF<T.LEel >THEN 
~EADC5,59>SCHOOL(J) 
!"Y FOf<MlT A30) ·· . 
U E: A 0 < 5 t 6 0) · < U IC I , J > t I: 1 'N > · ·~ . .:· 
F 0 R MAH 5 Fl 0 • 3 ) · 1 • . :· 
RE A 0C5t10) CAI CI t J >, J: 1 t N > ·. · .· ·," . : 
7 O f ORM AT ( 5 F 10 • :5 ) · · . ' ' · ·. 
P f ~ n ( 5 t 8 O > C AP ( · J ·) , C F R f. CH J > t TI NS T< J ; : ' 
A o f (l R M A T , a F 1.0 • :3 , · . . . . 
RE ~ g ( ~ ~ 9 0 i·R 1 t ~ ( I ' J ) • Rs T ti K ( 1 • J, ~ c G ~AD ( ~ ' J) • c A T.R i T ( 1 ·• J) ~ cs TB K ( I 'J) 
~ (l 
1 0 (I 
F c~ "4 A Tt SF lo.~> . . . ... . · · . . . " . ·. '· . . . . 
CON TI~UE · '. . · . . ·. · . · ~· .: . .· · · ·: . · · r 
l ND IF .. .,. .. .- .:;·. · .. : . . ~ . .. . . · 
f. fTURN .:.· · ·, · . . · . . 
E ~o ··_r• =q : · · : · 
~Uf4ROUT 1INE ·AtTRIT<T1JeS> 
c ........ * *.. . C SUlHRACTS A TH<I H .S AND .SETBACKS · . 
C O ~ M O N IC 0 M fJ. 1 / N , N ~; , N R , fl P F."N t T 0 TA L f A V A I L . · . . · · cn~MON/COM~3/ATRITE<4>rTOTUI<15JlTOTARR(15)tTOTAI<15> . tTOTATR(15>t 
l TOT[NR(15>1TOTGR(lS>1SETBK<~t 5120>rRSTBK<~115> . · · 
C (· ~Mo N IC QM M 't I U I < lt t 1 5 ) t A I< 't t 1 5 >t RA T R < ' t 15 ) t CG R AD ( ~ t 15 ) t · · . 
l CATRIT<lf~15>tARRC4t 5>1ENROLLC~t15t20>,GRAOC4t1~120Jt · · 
2 OUTPUTf9~t21> ,dPUT<50) ,csTBK<4t15) CO~MON/CO~fi'2/RCUH<15), CAP<15>tCFREOC15)tJINSTC15>t, 
1 TCOUNT<t~>,SCHOOL<15> 
CHAR~CTCR•30 SCHOOL ' · 
JMfGER StltTCOUNTtTFPJeNtNStROUTE 
K=T·<IFIXflINST<J>I~.>> 
2 ~· f (I I' 2 7 0 1 : 1 t ~ 


















2 fj (, 




LI \ I • • I l 4 - ! 11\ 
Al~ITr<I>=ENK~LL(J,J.~)•nATRCt,J) 
~J(J,J):Ul(J,J)-ATRITECJ) . 
l n TAT h CJ>: 10 TA TR CJ>+ ti T f· IT E <I> 
TUTUlCJ):lOlUICJ>-ATRITfCI> 
CO~TJ~UE . 
I·' T UH N [NC 
~: ll Pr« 1 U l1 NE G F< A 0 S C l , J • ~ > (••········ . 
. ( \.I tJ M r. ~ I c o',., "' 1 / ~ ' N s ' ~. Ii ' 1,: r r !'-. ' T I') T A L ' A v ~ I L • . 
r.r ~ r1l i NIc0 ,,_,., 31 Arn J ff ( 4 ) • T n Tu I ( 15) t T 0 TARR ( l 5) 'T 0 TA I ( 15) 'T 0 TAT R ( 15) ' 
l · TOTfNRC15>tTOTGR<l:;),SETBKC4t 5t20>tRSTBK<'tt15) 
C l1 P' M 0 N IC 0 M M I U I < 4 , 1 5 > , A J < "+ , 1 5 l t R A TR C 4 t 1 5 ) t CG R A o ( '+ .! 15 ) J 
l CATRIT(q,1s>,ARR<4tl5>eENROLlC4tl5t20>tGRAOC~t15t20 t . 
~ OUTPUTC95t21> ,JQUTC50> tCSTBKC~J15> 
C '-' M M 0 N I C 0 ~ ~ 2 I R 0 U Tf. Cl 5 > , C A P C 5 ) t .C FR t Q C 1 5 > 1 TI N S H 1 5 > t l TCOU~T<l~>tSCHOOL<15> . 
CHf.RAClfR•~O SCHOCL 
l~TEGlR SlTtTCOUNTeTFINtN~NStROUTE 
~~T-<Ifl~ TINSTCJ>>> . 
re 270 I-l1N . · · .. 
rrrnK (I tJ.11 ):ENROLL< I ,J,K >•RSTBK< I ,J) . . . .. . . 
r,~~D<I,J,1>=ENROLLfl1JeK>•<le•RATR<ItJ>>-SlTBK(l,JtT>+SETBKCI1JtK> 
UI<IeJ>:Ut<ItJl-GRAD<ItJ,T) . · . · . · . 
T ( I T u I ( J ) = T 0 T u I ( J ) - GR I\ .D ( I t J • T ) . 
C••••••••••ADO IN PICKUP~ FROM RTC 
. .. JF<S.LE.:HTHEN ·- . . · . -· - - - . - -
GRAD<ltJtl>=ENROLL<ItJtK>•Cl,2•RATRCitJ>> 
. . . .. . ... . : .~ " . . : ; 
. ··. 
' 290 f.NOlf _. , _. 
291 .HTGR<J):TOTGR(J)+GRA0'1tJtT> . · 
1 292 ~7li CC1f\ T INUE ·· -, · ... · · . ' . . 
293 RfTURN · · · · · 


















. SUf tROUHNE ' FILL <T ,J, S > 
c ••••• * *. * * . .'· . CUt-'MON/COM~l/N1NS1NA-tOf'fNtTOTALJAVAlL . :· . . . Co~ Mo NICO M f( 31 Al R HE< 4 > • TO U I C 15 { T 0 TARR< 1 5 > t T 0 TA t ( 15 > t T 0 TA TR ( 15 > t 
l TOlENRC15>tJOTGRC15l,SC:TBKC4t 't.t20>{RSTAt<C~~15) · roMMON/COM"~'u c~;1~>1AJ<q,15>1RATR<4, s>,CGRA C4t15>, , 
1 CATRIT<•t15>,ARR(q,l~),£NROLL<~t15,20>,GRAO( t15t20>t . ~ OU T P U T < ·9. ~ ! 2 1 > t J R U T < c; O ) t C ST B K < 4 ' 1 5 ) · · . · C0~MON/COM~2/ROUTf<l~>, · ·· CAP<l~>eCFREQC15>tTINSTC15>1 
l TCOUNT<l->1SCHOOLC15) 
rt·ARACTE.R•30 SCHOOL . . 
I~TEG[~ s,r,1couNT,TFIN1NtNStROUTE 
!'·~ L:It'rnSION IA 't .t15> · . 
"lfO TOT[NP(J):O • 
no no 190 I=l1N 
~ 1'1 R 0 L L ( I t J t T ) : 0 • 
19LJ CONTINUE . . 
or. 390 I=ltN 
230 JFCAVAIL•AI<JeJ>>24Q,2~0,~20 
~ 4 (1 L' I < I , J > : U I ( I t J ) + A V A l l 
25C· TOTUY<J>=TOTUI<J>+AVATl. · · 






























:5 't (, 
3'tl 





~LHl 1'.V/Jil:O. · 





:5t.·" · lOTAl(J):TOTAI<J>-AICieJ> · 
~VAIL=AVAIL•ENROLL<ItJtT> . 
J~O ll(J,J):Oe ·. 
3 ~it1 r Of\ T I N U E. · . . · 
00 5·10 I=l tN 
~30 JF<AVAIL•ARR<ltJ>>4'tO,~'t0t520 
4t't0 llJCitJ>=UI<ItJ>+AVAIL 
lt !": Ct Hi T U I . C J > : T 0 T U I C J > + A V A Tl . 
lNRDLLCIJJ1T>=fNROlL<I,J,T)+AVAIL · l 0 TEN R < J : T 0 TEN R C J > + AV/\ IL · · < .:.· ·· 
~I<IfJ>=At<ItJ>+CARR<ItJ>•AVAll; lOTA CJ>:TOTAICJ>+<ARRlltJ>•AVAIL) 
~00 AVAIL=O• ' .. . . 
5 1 0 G 0 T 0 5 10 · .:· ... ':;! · · 
~ ~ (1 l' I < I , J > = U I ( I t J > + A RP < I , l' > • lOTUI<J>=TOTUI<J>+ARR<IeJ> . . · 
fNROLL(lfJ1T>=ENROLL<IeJtT>+AR~Cl . tJJ 
H.1TENRCJJ:TOT£:NRCJ>+A~R(I,J) · · ·. 
AVAIL:AVAIL•AFH<CJ,J) . :. 
5 1 O C C• N TI N U E. · :- . . :: · 
t . OCl PflURN . : : 






***** · .·. SIMULATION PROGRAM ***** 
.-0010. X.PMH: SIMULATION PROGRAM CPMM.SIM) Release 8.0 Mary 06115182 
0020 x·Abstract: 
0030 X· This program perform~ the actual si~ulation of the flow of 
.0040 X n~val students through their training pipeline. 
0100 ·otH A9$(4)64,B9$C2>1241C9$(8)3Q,OQS(15)161K1S5,K2S10,~3$9 




0110 OIH L1S31L3i31L3SCS0)3,L4S31C3S5,I5C12),I6(12>,11c12>,c1sc2>2 
: ·DIM J1$4,J2$1,j3581J4S1,E9S(5)5,K6S24,05SC25)11L2S8,L6S8 
0135 OIH 11s30,12s30,13S301I4S301I5S3Q,16$3Q,I7S30 
0140 SFORHAT J5$=P1,P1,P1 
SFOPHAT l1$=A101A4Q,A51A46 
· : $FORMAT I2$=A4,A11A81A1,A241A24,P21P2.2,A3 
0141 $FORMAT 13S=A4,A1,A1,P11A3 
$FORMAT 14S=A4,A1,A1,P1,AJ1PZ . 
SFORHAT 15S=A4,A11P1,AJ 
: $FOPHAT I6$=A4,A1,P1,AJ,P2 
0142 SFORHAT I7S=A4,A11A1,P11A3,P2#P2,P2,P2,P2,P2,P21 
0150 REH X 
























G1$= RATING abbreviation 
L1S=Oate of F~iday of first week of simulation 
L1= number of week• in simulation 
L3=# of current sieul•tion week 
L3S=Oate of Friday .. of current simulation week 
L4$=0ate of Friday of previous week 
01=Data Set # for Initial Coriditions 
G3SCI>=COP#-Block# of . courses in pipeline 
B1=TOTAL ARRIVALS . 
B2=TOTAL ENROLlS 
B3:TQTAL UNDER IN~TRUCTION 
B4=TOTAL AWAITING tNStRUCTION 
BS=TOTAL ATTRITES ' . 
86=TOTAL GRADS 
B7=TOTAL SETBACKS 
H7C1>=avg. length of instruction Cin days) 
H7C2>=max no. of stud•nts 
H8C1)=attrition rate 
H8C2>=setback rate 
H9iCI>=convenino date (date of Friday of week durinQ which 
class convenes) 
C2=number of seats available 






bO~Ud ·1Y9l1u1"EP.tiT"1" "18;63) 
IF R2S<>""tRETURN" THEN 310 














IF R2S:"XRETURN" THEN 300 
IF POSC"iEO"=R2S)<>O THEN 1000 
I7aNO . 
GOSUB '200C111661I81113112.0> 
IF R2S="~RETURN" THEN 320 
IF POSC";EO"=R2$)<>0 THEN 1000 
l8•NO 
GOSUS ·2ooc11,691I9170,9912.0> 
IF R2$="X~ETURN" THEN 350 
lF POSC"iEO"=R2$)<>0 THEN 1000 
I9aN0 
$PACK CF=J5$) L1$ FROM 19117118 
REH X 
input length 
- 0 J 8 O· G 0 SUB • 2 0 0 C 1 3 1 6 3 1 L 1 1 1 , 5 0, 2 • 0) 
IF R2S=";(RETURN 11 THEN 320 
IF POSC"iED"=r.>2$)<>0 THEN 1005 
L1=NO 
0385 REH X 
input l/C data set 
-0390 GOSU8 '200C161631D11112512.0) 
IF R2S:"XRETURN" THEN 380 
lF POSC"iED"=R2$)<>0 THEN 1010 
01s:NO 
0395 REH X 
input •rri~als data set 
-0397 GOSUB '200C191631IJ11,2s,2.o> 
IF R2S="XRETURN" THEN 390 
IF POSC"iEO"=P2$)<>0 THEN 1015 
I3•NO 
'0400 L 3$•L 1 S 
0415 REM X 
find rating record 
0420 GOSUB ·232c1,o,G1$) 
lF QS="N" THE~l 1020 
tF Q$="E" THEN 1020 
79 
tF Qi<>" .. T~EN Gosue '98(1,"PMM•F1RA"," ") 
LIMITS T#Z,Q,O,Q 
~430 DATA LOAD BA T#2,(Q) A9S() 
09ACKSPACE 1t2,1s 
SUNPACK CF=I1~> A9SC) TO G1,1G2$1G3$(),G4t() 
LIMITS T#2,"$untiang$",M01M01MO,P40 
0440 PRINT HEXC03) 
P~INT ATC1,1)i';Pipaline Men8g~ment Model"iATC1150);"Simulat1on Subsystem": 
=-:z-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-="; 
PRINT ATC1Q,26); 80XC1123); ., StMULATtON t'N PROGRESS"; 
0 4 4 1 P R I N T A T ( 2 2 , 2 0 ) ; " P r e s 9 AN '( k e y t o h a l t ! i m u l a t i o n , •• ; 
0460 REM X 
calc. ~utput data set 
: 05S<>= .. " 
, : . GOSUB 4600 
0465 PRlNT ATC12,15>i"Oata Set # 
: GOSUB '152C13,26,IZ12) 
will· be used for Outt>ut Statistita. 0 ; 
: REM X 
.b•oin sim. 
L3S=L1S 
L3 2 1 
-0·470 REM X 







0475 PRINT AT(14,15)i"Currently updating 111eek II 
GOSUB ·1s2c15,41,L312> 
-0480 IF G3i<t>=HtXC2020202020) THEN 800 
GOS US 15 oo· 
0500 REM X 
" . . , 
J.F H .. 1><>"~" IHt:N t::lll 
86=86•1.2 
• 86=INTCBo+.5) 
-0610 REH X 
jonvene scheduled? 
80 
Oo20 HAT SEARCH H9S(),=STRCL3S,,LENCL3S)) TO C1~() STEP 3 
• IF C1SC1>=HEXC0000) THEN 670 
0630 REH X 
convene sched., seats avail? 
0640 C22H7(2)-B3 
IF C2<=0 THEN 670 
REH X 
fill •vail. seats 
GOSUB 2000 
IF C3S="opan" THEN 690 
Oo50 REH X 
if no seats, no opening 




0680 REH X 
no opening - no ~NR's1ARR'S added to Al's 
IF C3S="open" THEN 690 
: B4=B4+81 
B2=0 
-0690 GOSUB 2500 
0700 I=I+1 
REH X 
go to next course 
GOTO 480 
-0800 REH ~ . 
· go 'to next week 
G 0 S U a • 1 Z 3 C " h a H i f d • s i t- e d '' > 




~0900 .R e·M X 
end of simulation 
G 0 s u 8 • 3 2 ( 0 , II p MM # s I M 6 •• ) 
GOSUB ~150C6,27,G1S) 




SUNPACKCF=JSS) l3S TO 1~1t71IS 
GOSUB 4200 
GOSUB ·101 ca,34,Q,Q) 




: GOSUB ·1s2c12,52,12,2> 
0910 FOR J1=1 TO 4 
FOR J2=0 TO 2 
J:tJ2•4 + J1 





-0920 NEXT J2 
NEXT J1 
- 0 9 3 0 G 0 S U B • 1 9 9 C 1 , " E P • B T '* , u ~· , 2 0 / 5 8 ) 
ON POS("YyNn"=R2S)GOT0 940,940,960,960 
GOSUB '65(" ","Answ•r only Yes or No","! .. ) 
GOTO 930 
-0940 PRINT ATC20,1>;" Please enter address of desired e>rinter: "; 
-0950 GOSUB '190(3,"Er>.BT"," u,21,43) 
C1SC>=" " 
MAT SEA~CH "211204215216",•STRC~Z!;,3) TO cue> S'T'EP 3 
IF C1$C1>=HEXCOOOO> THEN 950 
: GOSUB 4700 . 
-0960 PRINT ATC22,5)i .. Plesse press RETU~N to transfer to the Subsystem Menu"; 
GOSUB '199(1,"E •• er"," ••,23,79) 
0970 GOSUB "31 
-1000 REH X 
82 
-1030 GOSUS '32(Q,"PM"4t1S1~3"> 
R'3S=STRCK1S,,4)~"-"&STRCK1S,S,1) 
GOSUB '150(6,42,R3$) 
G 0 SUB • 1 9 9 C 1 , ., E P • B T " , " " , 2 3, 7.9 ) 
IF R2S="XRETURN" THEN GOSUB '31 
• GOTO 200 
1035 REM X 
no record - STATISTICS 
-1040 GOSU8 '32CQ,"PHM#SIM4") . 
$UNPACK CF=I3$) K2$ TO J1S,J2S,J4S,J5,J3S 
R3S:sJ1$&"-"&J2S 
GOSUB '150C7,31,R3S) 
1060 Gosus ·1soca,30,J4S> 
GOSUB '152C9,J1,J512) 
1065 $UNPACK CF=JSS) J3S TO t9,I71I8 
GOSUB 4200 
GOSUB ·101 c10,3a,o,o> 
PRINT 18$ 
1070 GOSUS '199(1,"EP.BT"," ",z3,79) 
IF R2S="XRETURN" THEN GOSUB '31 
GOTO 200 
1075 REH X 
I 
no record - INPUT 
-1080 GOSUB '32(Q,"PMMllS1M5") 
$UNPACK CF=I5$) K~$ TO J1S,J2S1JJ,J4S 
RJS:i:J1$&"-"&J2$ 
GOSUB ·1soc1,21,R3~) 
1090 GOSUB '152(8,26,J~,2> 
$UNPACK CF=J5$) J4• TO 19,17118 
GOSU8 4200 
GOSUB ·101c9,32,o,o> 
: PRINT 18$ 
1100 GOSUB '199(1,"EP.~T"," "123179) 
IF R2S="XRETURN"THEN GOSUB '31 
GOTO 200 
-1110 REH X 
err~r ~•s&age - non-Memphis BE/E cannot find an RTC at sa~• location 
-1500 REM X 
inp~~ rou{ine (wher~ do ARR's come from?) 
1505 k1S=G3S<I> 
• G0SUB 6100 
1540 GOSUB 4100 
IF H4$<> "B" TH~N 1550 
: GOSUS 4500 
•1550 IF L3$<>L1S THEN 1590 
REH X 
B3 . 
first week of sim.- initial conditions 
SP A C K C F = l 3 $ ) -K 2 S F R 0 M H 1 S , H 2 i , " I .. , D 1 , l 1 S 








GOTO 1 770 
•1590 REM X 
81=0 
82=0 




1595 IF H4S="R" TH~N 1640 
IF H4S="F" THEN 1650 
• l F ,H 4 $ = u B" THEN 167 0 
1600 REM X 
type "a•• 
p•ra11el "A"'s1 
I~ STRCG4iC2),,6)=" 0 THEN 1610 
R6S=STRCG4SC2),,4>&STRCG4S(2),6,1> 
U= G 3 H I > .<> R 6 $ TH E N 1 61 ~ 
td=1 




IF 1=1 THEN 1660 
FOR J=1 TO 3 
$PACK (F=I3!) K2$ FROM STRCG3SCJ),,4),STRCG3SCJ),5,1),"0"1IZ1L4S 
# : GOSUB 6200 
B1•81+F6(6) 
: NEXT J 
GOTO 1750 
-1660 SPACK CF=t5S) K3l FROM STR(G3SCJ),,4),STRCG3SCtl1511),I3 1 L3S . 
GOSUB 6300 -r· .,. 
81•E5 
GOTO 1750 
-1670 REH X 
type "B" 
. ) 
IF HZS•"1 11 THEN 1680 
R2S•H2S 
: . CONVERT H2$ TO H2 
H2=H2-1 
CONVERT H2 TO H2S,(#) 





-1680 IF H6S<>"MEMPHIS" THEN 1690 




-1o90 IF H6S<>"GREAT LAKES" THEN 1695 . 




IF H4$="R" THEN 1695 
IF H4S="B" THEN 1692 
SPACKCF=I5$)K3i FROM STRCG3SCI-1),,4),STRCG3SCI-1),5,1),I3,L3$ 
: GOSUB 6300 
B1a:f5 
GOTO 1740 
: . ~Oto 1691 
•1695 · K6S•H6S 
K1S=G3SC1> 
GOSUB 6100 
IF H4$="R" THEN 1700 
85 




-1700 IF H6S<> K6$ THEN 1710 






IF H6S<>K6$ THEN 1720 
SP ACK < F = I 3 $ > K 2 S FR 0 M ~TR ( G 3 ~ ( 2 ) ,, 4 ) ; ST R ( G 3 $(' 2 )J 5 , 1 ) , •• 0" i U / l 0 
GOSUB 6200 




IF H6$<>K6S THEN 1110 




• GOSUB 6100 
' . 
-1 7 5 0 IF H 4 $ =" B" AN 0 H 2t ~ " p• · f HE N · 1 7 6 0 
R E T U R N .>; . ' 
-1760 REM X 





-2000 REM X 
f i11 seats rou~ine 
'. 
. · . 
. . 
86 
store STATS routine -- current course1current week 
2510 $PACK (F=I3!)Kl.S FROM STRCG3SCI),,4),STRCG3S(t),5,1),"0",I2,L3S 
GOSU6 '233(3,Q,K2$,Q) 
IF Q$:" " THC:N 2520 
• GOSUB '98C3,"PHM*F1ST"1" "> · 
-2520 $OPEN 116 
IF Q•1 THEN 2525 
OATA L~AD DC #6, C9S() 
DBACKSPACE #6,1S 
: GOTO 2530 . 
-2525 C 9 S ( ) =·AL LC FF )" 
-2530 SPACK CF=I7S) C9$(Q) FROM STRCG3SCI),,4),STR(G3SCJ),5,1>,"0",12,L3S1e1,e2, • 
B3,e4,B5,B6,e7 
DATA SAVE DC #6, C9$() 
OBACKSPACE #6,1S 
LI HI TS T # 6 , "$ u n hang S '', H 0, H 0, H 0, M 0 
SCLOSE #6 
RETURN 
-3000 REH X 
subtr. ATTq. routine 
I4a:U-CR1/2) 
3010 REH X 
find ENR for week when this class started 
3020 SPACK CF=IH> K2$ FROM H1S1H2S,"O";J2,L3SCI4) 
3040 GOSUB 6200 
65=F6C2) •H8C1> 
B 5 = I N T C B 5 + • S.) 
83=-33-BS 
RETURN 
-3500 REH X 
subtr. GRAOS,calc. SToK. routine 
I4•L3-R1 
3510 REH X . 
find ENR for week when this class , started 
3520 SPACK CF=I3S) K2$ FROM H1S,H2$,"0",I2,L3SCI4) 










.-4000 REH X 
I 
add •••k to current date 
4010 L4S=L3S 
SUN PACK CF=JSi> L'3S TO t9,t7,t8 
: I8=I8+7 
4020 IF I 7= 2 THEN 4050 
IF I7=4 THEN 4060 
: IF 17=6 THEN 4060 
IF I 7:::: 9 THEN 4060 
. IF I7==11. THEN 4060 





-40~0 IF 18<=28 THEN 40AO 
: IF CI9/4)-1NTC19/4)>0 tHEN ~055 














-4080 lF 17<=12 THEN 4085 
19=19+1 
• 17=1 
-4085 IF 19>99 THEN 4095 
4090 SPACK CF=J5$) L3$ FROM y9,11,rs 
IHTURN 
88 
keep tr•ck of BEit block #•s 
MAT SEARCH E9$()1=H1S TO C1SC)STEP 5 








-4600 RE.H X 




IF Q$=" " THcN 4620 
-4610 ~OSUB •z37(3,Q) 
IF QS<>" " THEN 4650 
-4620 IF STRCT7S,6,1):STRCK2$,6,1) THEN 4640 
4630 O=POSC05$C)=" ") 
GOTO 4610 
-4640 $FORMAT F9~=P1 






-4700 REH X 
print simulation spec. summary 
POS=R2S 
4710 GOSUB '201 ("printer ready") 
SELECT PRINT <PO$> C133) 

























• I a1 
-4730 IF G3i<t>=HEXt202020) THEN 4735 




















This simulation run had the following •D•tifitation!! 
~ating simulated was #####~####. 
First week of simulation W55 ########• : 
last weak · of simulation uias ######II#. · 
Total length of simulated time wa9 ## •••k~. 
Data Set used for the Initial Conditions STATlSTtC~ 







Oata ' Sot osed · for · the INPUT weekly ARRIVALS was ##. 
Oat• Set u9ed .,ot- the Output STATISTICS was C."O''> ##4 . 
The , Pipelin• of tourses simulat•d was · the following: 





The following Pipelint df coursas was simulattd: 
x 
. print date as mmldd/yy 
4800 O~FFN'70CR5S) 
t R3S= 1• " • .. 
J SUNPACK<F~J5S)R5S TO t91I,1t8 
: , CONVERT 17 TO STRCR3S;;2);(.#) 
t CONVERT 18 TO STRCR3$;4;2);(##) 














IF Q$=" " THEN 6040 
RS=QS 
GOSUB '239<-3> 




IF QSa" " THEN 6050 
RS:Qi 
GOSUB '239C-4) 
IF QS:" " THEN 6040 
QS=R$ 
G 0 S U B ' 9 8 C 4 , " P H M * F 1 I N " , " o p e n '' ) 
-6050 RETURN 
6099 REM X 
find, load, unpack record 
",AOSC3),AOSC3)) 
",AQS(2),AOSC2)) 
-6100 REM ••••• COURSE ! 
6110 GOSUB '232C2,Q,K1') 
IF Q$="N" THEN 1030 
IF Q$="E" THEN 1030 
IF QS<>" " THEN GOSUB '98C2,"PMM•F1CR"," ") 
B9SC>=" " 
DATA LOAD DC #4,89i() 
$UNPACKCF=I2i) A9$() TO H1S,H2S1H3S1H4S,H5S1H6S,H7(),H8(),H~$() 
6120 RETURN 
-6200 REM ••••• STATISTICS 
6210 GOSUB '232C3,Q,K2$) 
IF QS="N" THEN 1040 
IF QS<>" .. THEN GOSUB •9ac3,"PMM•F1ST"," ff) 
C9SCl=" " 
DATA LOAO DC #o,(9$() 
OBACKSPACE #0115 1 
$UNPACKCF=I4$) C9S(Q) TO F1$,F2$,F4S1F51F3S,f6() 
LIMITS Ttl61"iunh1an9i",H01MO,HO,MO 
6211 RETURN 
-6300 REH ••••• INPUT 
6310 GOSUB '232C4,0,K3S) 
IF CS="N" THEN 10'30 
IF QS<>" " THEN GOSUB '98(4,"PMH•F1IN"," ") 
09 $ ( ) =" .. 
DATA LOAD DC #8, 09$() 
$UNPACKCF=I6$) 09ico> TO E1$1E2!1E3,E4S,E5 
~E .. ~URN 
'· !':· 
6999 ftEM X 
Kf&m e~~or messages 
1000 OE,FN.9BCRS,RSS,R3S) 
7010 IF R3$<>"open" THEN 7020 
91 
IF ' QS="O" THEN R6$="File "&RS!&" not found. Kfam:O" 
IF QS="S" THEN P6$="File "&R5$&" cannot be opened. Kfam:S" 
IF QS="A" THEN 1?6$="Access Mode Conflict. Kfam:A" 
-7020 IF Ql="O" THE:N .R6$.;:i"Ouplica'fe key. Kfam:O" 
IF . QS="M" THEN R6$="File not Multiplexed/Multist•tion file. 9(fafn:M,. 
IF QS="S" THEM R6S="No more space. Kfam:S" 
7 0 3 0 l F Q $ = "B" THEN R 6 $ = •• 8 UST. K fa m: B" . 
I F . Q $ = " P " TH E N Fl 6 $ = •• P a s s 111 o rd v i o l a t i o n • . K f Im : P" 
IS: Q$="X" THEN R6$="Improper !<.FAM call. ~fam:x•• 
7040 PRINT BOXC1,79); TABC40-INT(LENCR6S)/2))J"••••• 0 JR6SJ"•••••" 
PRINT 
7050 ·PRINT .,Please hit RETURN *O · return to beoinnino of ~imulation Subsystem tt; 
: GO SUB '199(1," .. , .. 0 ,24,ao> 
1060 GOSUB '239(1) 
GO SUB '239(2) 
GO SUB '239(3) 
GO SUB '239(4) 
GOSUB '202C"releas• printor 0 > 
GOTO 10 
RETURN 
11+99 REM x 






GOSUB '202C"release printer••> 
GOSUB •102C"PMMS.MEN") 
-7999 DEFFN'O 
PRINT HEXC07);"<SAVING PROGIUM: PMM.SIM>" 
SCRATCH T"PMM.SIM" 
SAVE TS() "PMM.SIM" 10,7999 
ENO 
APPENDIX 3 
LIST OF SUB-PROCRAMS IN PMM SYSTEM 
The appendix contains a list of the programs which make up 
the PMM System. Indicated for each program is a brief 



















Loads PMM start-up program from disk, generates opening 
message. Calls overlay of PMM.A~S 
Defines common variables, CRT, printer and disk 
addresses. Requests date, user !D's, sets up and 
monitors user table. Calls overlay of PMM.KFM7 & 
PMM.ISUB 
Initializes and loads into memory the variables and 
subroutines necessary to operate multiplexed disk data 
files with the KFAM-7 system. Calls overlay of PMM.MENU 
Collection of numbered subroutines of general use 
resident during system operation 
Displays Av1M MASTER MENU and calls overlay of 
appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Displays PMM Special Support Menu and calls overlay of 
appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Displays PMM Ratings Subsystem Menu and calls overlay of 
appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Displays PMM Course Subsystem Menu and calls overlay of 
appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Displays PMM Statistics Subsystem Menu and calls overlay 
of appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Displays PMM Simulation Subsystem Menu and calls overlay 
of appropriate next pgm dependent upon option selected 
Clears common variables and program text. 
overlay of PMM.$CLR 
Callso 
Resets access table for any files left open (using KFAM 
file maintenance information and mechanisms) Calls 
overlay of PMM.$SYS 
Defines all data files used in system. Calls overlay of 
PMM.$INT 
Initializes all files (KFAM 7 and standard) defined by 
PMM.®JAT calls overlay of PMM.$SYS 
Loads special applications programs (none defined yet) 
which require access to the files, variables, etc. 
















Allows creation, editing and deletion of records in the 
RATING data file or the RATING default file. Calls 
overlay of PMM.RMEN 
Displays (on CRT) or prints (on selected printer) 
contents of the RATING data file or the RATING default 
line. Calls overlay PMM.RMEN 
Allows creation, editing and deletion of records in the 
COLRSE data file or the COLRSE default file. Calls 
overlay of PMM.CMEN 
Displays (on CRT) or prints (on selected printer) 
contents of the COLRSE data file or the COLRSE default 
line. Calls overlay PMM.RMEN 
Restores contents of COURSE data · file to values stored 
in COLRSE default file. Calls overlay of Rv1M.CMEN 
Allows creation, editing and deletion of records in the 
STATISTICS data file or the STATISTICS default file. 
Calls overlay of PMM.CMEN 
Displays (on CRT) or prints (on selected printer) 
contents of the STATISTICS data file or the STATISTICS 
default line. Calls overlay PMM.RMEN 
Restores contents of STATISTICS data file to values 
stored in STATISTICS default file. Calls overlay of 
PMM.CMEN 
Allows creation, editing and deletion of records in the 
INPUT data file or the INPUT default file. Calls 
overlay of Av1M.RMEN 
Displays (on ~T) or prints (on selected printer) 
contents of the INPUT data file or the INPUT default 
line. Calls overlay PMM.RMEN 
Runs the actual simulation of student flow through a 
training pipeline. Generates simulated time, collects 
and stores statistics on weekly status of training 
courses involved. Calls PMMS.MEN 
Generates output report for any particular simulation 
run. Calls PMMS.MEN 
APPENDIX 4 
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7 7 22
 0 0 G 
7 7 25











 4 0 6 






















































0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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MEMCFANDUM: I. SHEVER TO M. MIDDLETON 
112 
~~"DUM 27 April 1981 
F1:'oJl: Dr. I. Shever, . CNE'I Code N-3 6 
To: 1".ir. Morris Middleton · (':AEGl 
Su~j: PipeJ..me ~..anagement Model. (?MMl 
Ref: Ca). FONECON between Mr. H..Middleton C!'AEG} and Dr. !. Shever (.CKE': . N-36) 
of 27 Apr 8l. 
~~cl: (J.} P~.2-i Operational Exa~ple -
1. Enclosure 01 is provided to assist you and your team in the developt:ie::.-:. of 
the ~. As· discussed during reference (.al, I am planning to be in Orlando ciuriL;:_ 
the week of 4 May or · l.l ?-4'..ay to discuss the status of this project with you and -




022 Cw/ o encl} 




~~O!V-JIDUM FOR THE RECORD 22 April 1981 
Subj: Pipeline Manage::ie.nt Model (}'~) Operational Exa:ple 
Ref-: (a) Initi.a.1 Skill .Pipelbe Manage:ient Model Descriptiori (BE&E Pipelines) 
(b) Pipeline ~.a!:.age:ie=.t Data Base Description 
1. This me::nc is in1:ended to provide qu.:.ntit:ative exar.ples of the ?~y ..... ·hie~ is 
C.escribed in reference Ca}. Tnese exam.ples serve to ampli.fy reference (.a) and 
do not represent al.l. calc~lat±ons whicli the model.. must make. In particular, tne 
use 0£ the i:lodal i.::l.. the pl.a~i:lg mode is not illust.rat:etl. Rowev~r, the or-1j· 
:ii.f: a::- C!lC.e oet:vee:! the pla:mi:lg 2ode a:ld t.he. operatio-r..3.l. ~ad e is tr.at: pl.a:---:.~~ 
c~~a vice ac~~al data is us~; and ±n tne plan~i.:lg =oce a co~~late ~e.ar ~~ 
::lode.led.. i=. one model... r .. m, .-wheraas in the ope:at:iccal :lode predictio;s a~e :u:..:.ci::. 
weekly on act:ual data. 
2. Figure 1 diag=a:ns a representative p±pe.line for the fictitious XX rating 
~hich 'W'i..l.l oe used to illust:ra.te tne •orkings· of tne -PMM. This is a typical 
oon..,..a.viation · rating so ~ha.t -.tt/E. . is off e.red at - the Service School c~:ic! (SSC} 
collocated with tne RTC. The diagram shows that the Recr..iits Cootn tbose with 
specific school, program, or OCC SPEC guarantees and pickup who ~ill avent~ally 
get a scnool guarantee) enter the pipeline at ·the RTC. The fleet inuut a~d -
other (Service) s . ne i eline at the first BE/E block of ~od~l~s. 
As :indicated, the pickups · (Re~-uits given a schoo guaran.tee w;it •• no previous 
uarantee1 a ~oned to the ra.tinc i eline in the third week of Recr~it traL~ic~ 
The average under instr~ction . times and attrition rates ~~r e.ac segme~t o: the 
pipeli1ie are snown. The _RTC at~r~tion is· as-s-~~ed to occ~r prior to tbe classi.:i-
ca~ion · process, and tne attrition · in the other seg=ients is assumed to occur =ic~2y 
through the course. Actual att:rition distri~ution ~ill oe used i..~ the ~odel ~f 
signi£ ican tly different fr.om · t:ne. a cove ass.mpt ions. 
3. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the pr:i!:larJ7 act~al ~eekly data which ~ill be 
collected in tbe Piptline.11.anage::nent Data B'ase .....-hicn i.;as described L"l reference (b). 
It is assU!!led for tne ;::{ rat~ tnat 207. of the A5 DCC S?EC guarantees will be 
assigned to .this rat:L'1g, - -.a~d oo progr2.!Ir .. guarantees (,i.e., NF, AE'Fl are ever assig::.cc 
to this rating. Therefore, -20: of · the 10 A3s encering RTC Orlando in "'eek [l (F:G :3' 
·~are i:l::.1-.ided in the Orlz:::.do . X:X rat::..::g a::-rivals on FIG 2~ For purposes of tnes.: 
examples a!ld t.o avoid cor..:fusio~, all actual data is aSS1r.:led. to be the s.s:ie at: ea .::'1 
R!C and 3E/E seg=:.a~t, reiarciless of location. Therefore, only complete Orlando d2:a 
are s:iow-::i.. Tne data s!l.c-.-c. are =er di.ff :rent poi...1ts in the pipeline for the sc.::ie 
~eek, and do not she~ the flo..r. of tne RTC entrants in ~eek Ul at late~ t:..:::ies i:;. t~e 
pipeline. I~ adc~t~~: fo~ purposes of illustation, a steady state is ass..mea to 
have ex~s~ed for a long ?e=-iod.. of t::be (aoout 7 months} and also that actual 
statist:ic.s· are equal to the predicted statistics. 
4. Figure 4 il.Ius~~te·s a "?~ report using t:he stat ist:ics sho"1t1 L-1 figures 2 and 
3 with che aoove steady state condition. The first col~ (~eek 011 are the actual 
sta~istics, and the o~~ ~eeks are predicted values. It should oe noted tha~ each 
weeR bas a fixed ca:e; .i.e., if week U9 is the ~eek of June 8, then in the actual 
?!-12·~ repo~t this da.l:.e .'-"c·...i1d . be sho-w-n with the corresponding statistics (actual or 
prec~c=ac). In adcii~icn, the actual PMM reports will also display appropri~tely 
planned data wh~ch ~s ~o: · sno~-n in the figures used in this ce:::iorandu~. T~e met~odo­
logy used ir. c:velQ?ing 'these. predictions will be explai.""led in. detail belov. S:L;ce 
Orlz~do i~ ~sed to ~l:ustrQte this methodology, only complete Orlando sta:ist~cs 
are sho~-n for ecse cf =eading, ho~ever, the statistics for Great Lakes ar.d Sa~ Di:sa 
courses are assu-:ne:Ci to be equal to those for Orlando. 'Figu-:-e 4 displays t!1e steaa:1 
state condition. 
114 
22 April 19.81 
Subj: · Pipe1ine Xanage:nent: ~odel (..~). Operational Example 
5. Figure 5 illustra~es hoy the weekly RTC input n'LQ.bers are used to predict: 
s~atistics do•u. the pipeli.,e in later veeks. The in?u~ of 10 to each !UC is ~r 
eight Recruits •i~h school guarantees (SG) to this p~rtic~lar rati:lg plus t~e ~ 
e.xpected ~o be gi,1en this rating from the te:i Recruits entering w-:ith an A3 OCC 
, guaran~ee. Of these ten, one (lO:) is p~e.ciicted to a~trite i_~ Rl'C and t~o ~~c.~ 
~=-~ p:::cdicted> -~=odu.ci:lg a ?r2G.ic..::eci 11 graduates in ;.;-e~k. #9. ? .. ecrui~s e:it:~r:..~ 
.i·.:.ring "We~k ~l are predic:~ed t:o g-:-aduate eig'ht. weaks la.:er dur"!......,g -we~k ~~9. T~c: 
l: graduates p~~s on.a encrant £r0"!!1 ~~e fle2t or other se=-~ice (.12 tpca~J are 
preliic.ted to a:n::ive at ·BE/E duri.::lg S<!.Il!e >Jeek (09). W:"'le:i a fol.1.o~-on course is · 
collocated wi~h tc~ p~evious course, ±t is assu:!led t~..2..-:. these stude~ts a-"Tive c 
the ~ext course during tne sa!!le ~eek i.:l wnich tney graduate the previous co~=s= 
These 1.2 stude:lts pl.us the 10.-alJC!.itiilg i!lstruction from the -previous 'lof'eek are 
avail.able to e.n...-roll, out in the e.xa::ipl.e sno•u. (cons~nt: capac±tyl -only 12 can 
enrol-1 (a.ttrites + g?:aa:..iate.s ·.equa..l to enrolls - .12). rne "fSE/'E. capacity for xx 
rating is a . prorated snare of. all B"E/E Block IJ"J. avail.ao:Le seats for the ~ek. 
This proration is cased on priority niles and an e.XaI!lination of this calculatic 
be · given belo~. Of t _liese U enrolls, one is predicted to a tLr ite i.n ~eek fill. a 
the re::iaining 11. snocl.d graduate during "1eek t/13. The gradu.a-:.es of tbe · first .B 
· block at Orlando are now · tne 11. arrivals- during the sa.?ne veek (;-'113). at the secc 
·.- block at Orla:ldv. A sim.ilar proration· of clock #2 seats t.o the ll rat:i.:lg prcvi 
for 11 enrolls at tnis- clock. _Of .. -·tnese 11 predicted enrolls, one is predic.=ed 
atrrite duri.~g ~eek U1s · and ld predict:ed to graduate during w--eek 018. Since· it 
ass..lilled t:b.at t:ne st:.a.t:istics are tne same at ss·cs OrlanC.o, Gre.a~ Lakes, and S~!l 
the to~1 BE/E Elo~k Dl2 statistics sno~""D. for the XX rati..~g are three t·i!:les th: 
o~~,do figuzes- Tbe=afore, ~tis pretlicted t=-.at a tot.al of . 30 stude~ts Ui th~ 
XX rating vill graduate fro::?- "f!E/E during w-eek 1118. -These 30 are. pretl ict:eC. to c. 
at the XX "A" scn6ol -during tne r:ext -ueek (!fl9)_. !£ tne "b." school is coUoc.a~ 
vi.th cne of tne E:./E s-i.tes (usually the case), th::i a Z"£RO travel time oay Ile u 
fo:: these stude::l.ts. ~ese. 30 s ·tutlents· arriving at tne "A''&. scnool plus the :en . 
from the previcus we:ek -a.re ~vailaiSle. to enroll during week lilt;_. Bo;.;ever, usillg 
s~eady state s:.&.~istics (c~?acity1 s~c~""D., on1y ·30 can enroll, leaving the oack.l 
\/:- at five. Of t5ese 30 ~.;rr.~ e.:-~oll, t:-.rae a=e predi:cted to a'ttrite du=i::ig week 02 . 
and 27 are pre.ci~ct:d ~c ~atlu~te dur~Lb week 026. Therefore, tne e..~tent of the 
prediction cap~Sili~y cf t~e ?~ fo~ t~e XX rating would cover up to 27 Yeeks. 
These predictio~s ~as~~ on ~ecruit:s entering are the first predicted statistics 
for tne out wee~. As wi.11 oe seeo oelow, as data is received on tne pipeline 
pcbts this c'::,n.:·::t: shot.:ld oe folloW'i.'1g, these earlier predictions are consiste!l 
U?tla=ed .as ac~~l ca~a :Ls collected. Erowever. since these updates occur later 
ti:ne, ·tne tb.e. to ·=ea.ct: to predicted procle:ms is· snortened. 
~. ?igure 6 :tll~s=rates the predictions· made as tbe first update to the above 
predictions· cased or. t:?le CO:M?ASS se.lect::i:ons· during the third (Dr fourthl --week. o· 
Recruit Trai=l~lg. ~erefore, the prediction made for · a given week cased on RTC 
e~-::::-a:-it:s iz; no: U.?Ca.ted for tnat week until three or four TW"eeks later.. The act-. 
CC~·-:PJ...SS cia-:.a c..D.C. . :::es-..ll::ing predictions are <=;ircled. Tbe actual COM? ASS coun~ f · 
Re-:r'..:.it:s· \J"i!:h. XA scnool · gi.:arantees for week fJl is 11. This is· the su:n of those 
vhc or~gi.Lally ?.ad an XX scnool guarantee and/or appropriate program or OCC S?E 
-who have net :.-:.t-::-ite::i RTC and who noW' (_progra:n. OCC S?EC)_ "Fl.av·e a speci!ic :cr -:-2 · 
guarar~tee anci ~:..:~""..lps wno nave t>een guaranteed. the XX rating school; These 11 
are predictad ~o g=acuate in week no. Previcusly the predicted numbe= of RTC 
graduates· i., ;.;eek d6 ""as made on the RTC input of count of tnree to four ...,eeks 
ea::-lier, and tnis is the fi=st: update of this prediction. H"ov~ver, in the ste~ , 
s=ate situation oeing illust~ated, tne updated prediction of 11 graduates ~or.~ 
ft6 being made based on actual CO"MPASS dat:a in week ~l. is equal to the pred1ct:~c: 
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o f :.1 g !"eC. •.ia~es :i:l veek ~6 based on RTC i."'lput data 3-4 "..1eeks earlier (i.e., oeek -#~ 
T- ~~s: ~e ~o~ed t~..at eve~ though ~he same nu~be= o: gr~cuates are beL~g predicted, 
::.: ::. s ::. ·:: : ·1-::1.c-...."':l if these 11 Rec~its are fro-:i. the :Rec~.;its countec ir. the e:.a.r-lier 
pr~dic~ion. It should be emp~.asized that no a~te:npt is Qade in the ?MX to t=ack 
L~~iv ~~~al s:~cianl:s ~o upda~e predictions based on ~,divid~al (SSN) t~acking, but 
: ·:-. .=..:: •..i -: c -a::-:s a-:-e. :!laC.e by counti::g i:he ~u=be=-· of s~·.!de~ts ·.inc ~a~p~~- t~ ~-= a-: ::er-:au 
~~ ~~:: ::. :~a ?~pel.:.:ie a~ ~he ap?rC?riate :i::ie. ':h~ above ll g=a6uates ?~~3 en: 
:::..-:.~:: . .: -::-: ~ -: .::-::.:ci.e.~1: a=a pradic.-:ed ~o arrive. a~ ":i"!.ock !J l. o= 3!/~ a: 0=12::1.~c.. Lg.:;.i..::. 
:!->~-== ~2 :;::= !;:~:5.=~~ a.r::"iva l s a=e e~c;.l to the earlier pred::'..::t.i.:m, as are all the 
: .: .:.::.. ·:: :.:·- : =. : :.:: .. .::..e<l r~u=."::ers ?=~ic<:.ions based er.. ~he li co,,;-:-:.: a~ CC~ASS i:l ;.Jee"- ~l. 
2::-:: : :: 2 :::...~~-=- ·::.e::i ::!.e.ec/o~he= i=pu~ curing \leek :6. Traci.rig -;he.se p=eC.ic.ti::r::is 
throug~ the pi?eli;ie gives predictions of 10 g~a.duates of BE/E Orlando (Block D2) 
for ~eek 0 5~ for a total of the. three SSCs of 30 BE/E graduates in "t.reek US~ 30 
a.rriv <=.ls a.t:. XX "A". school :b veek !116-:. a:id 27 XX" t'A" school graC.uates predicted 
t o g~ac~a~e i.~ ~eek 027. While tbese · predicted values based on CC..MJ>A.SS data are 
e.x;e(:tetl t~ be more accurate t'b.an those cade from 'RTC inputs, the:re is no\1 3-4 ~eeks 
less t i= e to imple:nent solutions · to predicted problems. 
7 . '!:-: e :::~~ 't ~Fdate is made based on. the actual arrivals at "SE/E. ~.ile the :luober 
c: ~~C 5~2~~a:es is she~~ i!l tr.e figures, it is not expected th.at the da ~a source 
f vr g ~a~~a=2s will r~ve the previous c.o~plete final £0:M?ASS sc~ool assig:'?I:l.e~ts and 
tcc~e: o=a ~cul d not be use~ul. Also, by the ti.::le the P~ repor~ co~ld be ge~e=a~ed, 
t he a.=-::-:.:: zls ~"O'.!ld be at the school house ( s..::.=e \.leek or follo"1'~"lg -wee.k.) and a 
p=e c i :.-::.o-c -..ro:il d only be a.ca.C.e::ic. The c.'rrival.s '5E/E 5lock 01 and resulting 
preci icti.o n s .are sho1M-n in ci=cles· on figure 7. The 12 arTivals, in -week tl4, resul~ 
:_--: ; :- ~·:. ~: :. ": :..::::s o-: 11 gra.C.uc. ~es o= EE/~ Eloc k 01 at Orla~do during .,ie-:k ti 5; 10 
g-:- .:::..:: '...!<:.:: ~s :; : 3 ::..ock 02 C.uJ: i::lg \Jeek 010; a total of 3 0 arrivals at: X:X "A" school 
..: .... ::: l.!°!g ·....:e. : k -0~.i, and 27 gia<luates of XX "A" school during ;;;eek t/18. Thus, these 
p~ec ictio~ s a=e ~~o ~~nthw la~er th.an. those based on RTC encrants and one month 
lat ~ ~~~~ t hose based on tbe C01"'.:?ASS counts foT those stu dents vho a.re expec=e~ 
t o g.:- a.~-;; a : c: ''A" school du::i.ng \.leek C18. 
8. S :.::. L a.r ly ~ 
act-..i.c.l €:-i.r o l l s 
cizcled a~ -:ua.I 
ac t ·.J.=.: ~ :-: ~~ : :::.s 
~pd.e..:ed ?=edic~~ons are show-n in circles in Figui:"e 8 for the 'circled 
for ~eek Cl at BE/E Block 02 at Orland~ and in Figure 9 for the 
g;:-aC.s in "7eek ifl fi:"cm t:i.is _block and in Figu-re 10 for :he circled 
:!.1: ~:-ie XX "A" school in "1eek UL It must: be unde.rstood that the 
ac:u~ i ::. ·~-.:. ~:3 :'..;i ;..~eek ffl at: di.ff e=a.'"lt poL"lts in the pipeline a-:-e. t~ack~g the 
prcgre:ss·· of C.Ef e=e.:i~ grc•..!ps of s~udents "7ho entered the pipeline at different 
tbes. 
9. t :.g'~=e 11 is i.:sce to j11ustrate the effect: of several changes from the above 
stead y s:a.:e. c::::id i~ion wrhich occur in the second -week. The fir st is a planned 
cha~ge i.!:. :~e ca~aci=y of BE/E Block ~2 for the XX rating in ~eek 014 from a 156 
AC·5 c: : c l S5 AC!S ~I. , . or an add it ion of 10 sea ts. Th.is increase could arise frcm 
~he a •.:-::.:..a.: -:ota.l cat:acity LJ.cre.ase in BE/E Block f12 or just. an increase 
o: se.a.:s :c t ~e XX =a~i.ng cue to changes in priority or predicted reductions in 
a.r-:-i·.-~2.s a ::~ / :;= :.C:.c.k.l:Jgs i::i other ratings. The actual RTC e...11t:r2nts for wee k 02 
are s~i:~ ~ O ? e = si:e, a~d the follow-en predicted (circled) val~es a=e the sa~e 
as t'.1~ ?:r~·Ji~·;:.~ -_·ee ;:s co· .. T.. to the rn.:Ulber of X.'X enrolis in t!ie total 3E/ E Block 02 . . 
s~~~e t ~e O~l~~c o e~=ol_s do not change, the L~cre.ased capacity woul c have been 
3 
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+5 at each of the othe= ~o SSCs in order to achieve the reduction of te.~ stuc 
-• tr:e bc.::klog. The ten additional capacity results i!l a prediction of 43 er:.:: 
:L-1 B:./::.. olcck #2 in week Pl4, cf four attrites in "7eek !'115 1 a:id ef 39 g!'aduates 
·~-~ =-k -~::..<?. T:-:~se 39 g~ad.'.!ates a-::-e predicted to arrive at t:he 7.X "A" school in. 
,;: .:_:;, b·.:.~ s:.z"'ce .: back.log exists a.:::.d the "A" school capacity is constant:, stil: 
~ C= E::-...::-c:..ls ca.::. b~ pr e:cl ic:cd , the projected back.log increases by 9 to 19, e: 
:~e ?=~ic~ee ~eekly enroll?:l.e~t (for µeek 027) re:!lai:ls co~sta~t at 27 g=~c~a: ~ 
:'.'.1=-=~fo-:-a, ~~e L'i.C:"~3ed 'BE/Z capacity, only !:loved the bac~:.log f::-om "S"::./?. tc :·: 
: 1 I." 
:.:..g'..!::-;. ::...: also :i:?ic.:s a .c0~A.SS counc cf l.5 ~ ~f:e~ J2 ·.;:i..:~ -:~e st~C.y 
:~;uze c£ 11. S:L'i.ca this increase ~-as ~ot predic:e.d by t~e RTC i::iput co~~~ 3-
.:..=.=-~e~, s~ch an. i:lcre..ase probably ~oulci result i::. an excessive nu:nbe= of pie~ 
or :-.. igr-.:..y ·.musual. assig:=ie:it: riistri":;)ucions of the ~....B OCC SPECS to this rati::i.g. 
T~e 7~s~lt:Zg cha~ges to the p=evious prediction for ~eek · C7 are boxC!Ji :.no~ t 
figure. The previously predicted g-=aC.ua~es (fro::t. RTC enrol.ls 3-4 "1-:eeks previc. 
is updat:.::ci from ll to 16 b -week- iJ7. -The preciicted a=-rivals to BE/E for this 
is updated from 12 to lT (16 + 1 fleet/other). Hcw~ver, s.L""lce. the BE/E Block 
capacity for t~e XX rating has not been increased, the ·predicted nu:~e.r of e~= 
re:!:!:LaL~s at 12 and the oacklog is predicted to increase by 5 (from 10 to 15). 
t~; e.t:=ol1s do not cfu:.~ga, the predicted ou~bers oi graduates, arrivals, e=.ra~ 
e~c., fer points furth~ tlown the pipeline in later weeks do not change. 
ll. Fi6u=e 12 :Ulustrates a ._planned increase in ·the weekly XX "A" schocl cla : 
L~?~~ Ce?ecity free 30 to 32 beg.:L-m.ing in ~eek ~15. The resulting upda~:d p~E 
val-.;;.s :-.:et:. :.:-.e: pr:v::.ous figures are . shovn in the large block. The ?!ili \Joul~ 
t:-..zt :io c only cice.s t:nis ~crease capacity, · reduce the exist mg back.log·, but sr 
e~.-~::t·.ially e:li=..:...:.!at·2 t:-:a bac~tlog passed f=om BE/E to the ""A" school described. 
?a=ag~~?~ ~- 7his :...J..lusc=a~es ~he type of integ~a~~ actions requize<i to be t 
~t various pc.i.:..~ts in the pipeli..:ie to increase graduates, ratber tb2.n uncoordir: 
acticns whicc could o~ly ~ove the oackJ.og from one point to another. This ~ig 
the necessity to manage by pipelines rather th.an by individual courses. 
12. c~r~~~clv t~e · 3~/E p~iority guideli.1es (Ot"TEC"2TRA message 11!647Z FE3 81) 
-~- f :'...rs:: e:-..=-0:2.bg :..:? ~c tbe ~eekly input plan for each rating/CDP at each .Br: 
!}:e ~xce:;~ic:: E"=:_-:~ ~Ea:. f-leet: inputs on returnable orders, foreign ~ilita.ry F 
.;.::~ pe.~~y c.:f:.c.c.:: s-=:::?..:s CE-..""ld.:..dates will oe given first prior:.ty. Inicia.lly, f 
;::;:;::-?oses o= ~ie ~--:., tnis latt:er priority will not: oe !:lodeled sL-ice relatively 
.s~i..:::~:5 a:::::i: . .- e ·,;c:ekl.y in this group and it will oe assumed th.at they will be 
::·= :!..;::- ::o ?.:c _ g::-a~k.at~s. Sinc.e the model is only predictL-ig quantitat.ive nu~be 
s':_: ::z.~~s :~-=. e::=o!ls, -g!'a.dua~es, etc..), there is no need to distinguish becwe 
S'-~~e~t g=~~?s~ ~~~e\·er, the numbers of students in this group will be monitc 
d eter::iine i£ ~ f:e a 'Eove a.s su:i:ption of lo"W" inputs is valid. If not, the model '-' 
bE ~od~ied . sccc~~ing~y. If each rating enrolls its weekly quota, i£ students 
a»•a:..lable~ a:;c c;ddit:±onal seats are available, t.ney will be give:l. to stude:its 
fcllo"7ir.g ?:"io:-it.y: (l}_ Nuclear Field (NP). students; Cl} STS ~-ici./or STG s:ucc: 
(::.~ . G~~ stuce.:-.::s; and (4). Students for which the follow-on 11A" scbocl r..as e=?t 
-:-.:.2 ?:~ -.;:il.: pro3a.5ly oe tlie primary tool in deter:r.~'"'li...-ig the last categor:;. s 
g:i::e:: :-a-::_-:g ~:'s a=e tracked i:n different courses as are STSs and STGs, there 
~~ ~~ ~r~~~e~ ~ assignL'"'lg these priorities. 
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13. Vsi-~g t~~ a~ovc priori~y, the P~ will :r..ake all precictions in each P~F 
t.::::.:.:..2. t. !:e ~?-..; :. co "':,"£/"£. i..s preeicted. This is the fi=st post: ? .. TC course i::. 
seva:: a.l oi-;:..::lir:e. -:r:acks. The P~ w-ill then det2r.:l:.ne the available seats fo 
'l,;eek a= ~ ~ ::.::e ==-= :'.-1: first 3=:/E Elock by using t'h.& fcr::iula t~at~ availabl 
(anro-ls) a~uals to the SUI:l of t:he graduates, attrites> a~~ c~~~a i,:i ca?•ci: 
fo.: the g i..-;an wt!~ ~. If t":.: p-:-adict:ed available s~ts E.r: g-=-~~~ t:i.a:i or eq;. 
~~:-: ~:.:c~~ :: .~ = ~c'..1 ::-a:i.!lg, t:nen the e~::oll~e!l.: :·:n. i a ·::~ :-.at~""lg/0? i.s equal : 
·~u o ~a f or -::.=.c ~ r .a :: :...::3, o= -:~e :t:.:.::iber of s::>JC.e'.'.l-cs ava :..13.~la fo-: en=o~l:i=!g, wn~ 
~5 ~~ 5 5. :~ e= i= c~~3 ~u~~er ~ s l '253 =~~~~= . total avai.laole seacs, the re= 
se..a::s are cssiz~·eci :c t:'"le ava:..l..a.C.le students m the CD'?s in the order given 
a.bcv~ ~ a:- 2~ =~ ? ~- ~:~==a= ~~is sssig::.:ne:it, ac~i~ional seats are. available, r 
prc·:-2:.~ t o ~ :-: e S!;Ps fc·:: ·--=.id~ a.1.l .:.v ai:able scud.en.cs we:-e no~ en=oll.ed. 
14. The a~ove e.xa::i.ples a~e provided to provide a basic understanding of t~e 
- ?:latical ;.rork~gs o: ~he ?~~. As ·can be seen, the comple."'City of the PMM is no 
the mathe:::i.at: i cs, bu~ .. in · t:·he "entering" the results in the proper pla.ces in tl: 
Hope:~lly, the above e.xa!!lples ~ill assist the proper personnel in prog=aum~g 
? t fr! a nd the ?~B, a~c t:;;ose. ~'ho will. use the results. 
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